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Fulton p-' 'rotests uranium mining 
Member of Parliament for Skeena, Jim Fulton, has must, that the question of ta'aninm mining is both medical reasons cannot in isolation Justify the use of 
• senta strongly worded telegram tothe Bates Uranium volatile and complex. Ethieal and safety questions uranimh. 
~ Inquiry which is being held in Atlin teday, expressing seem to be the mest prohiematic. It is these two areas "The consequences of development and the 
his opposition to future development of uranium I wish to address. ' 
resulti.ng waste pose ,an unnatural threat o manldnd. 
resources. The telegram reeds as follows: ~ . "Mining eannot be isolated from use and con- Over time, man might well be able to use uranium 
/.:'~.~.:"I am unable at this time to attend the committee sequence, Regarding ethics there is P0sitively~ no safely and wisely, however, in light of the present 
bearing in Atlin..Irecognlze, ascertainly the inquiry middle ground. Financial, economic, and even. technology for the development stages and post 
reacbon storage ~tere can be only one position. 
"No further development of uranium. No uranium 
mining. 
"I look forward to .making a more thorough 
l~'esentation in the future," 
Fulton asks to be kept i n fo rmed of developments. 
NDP 
want 
inquiry 
VICTORIA (CP) -The 
New Democratic Party has 
called for an independent 
investigationinto allegations 
that deputy attorney-general 
Richard~ Vogel interferred 
With the. Judicial process by 
telephoning a Judge. 
Stu Lnggatt (NDP 
Coqult lam-Moody),  a" 
law~;er, said an inquiry 
should be held into charges 
by Judge Phil Govan of 
Richmond that he had boon • 
asked to disqualify himself 
• . ~from a case because a ruling 
. he had~mada would ha an! 
admin is t ra t ive  in-. 
convenience tothe attorney. 
gancral's department, 
Vogel said in an interview 
that the  judge raisin- 
terpreted his intentions. The 
call to Govan was to inform 
him ! ~vhat action his 
department was taking, he 
• said. 
Gardom said'he would 
consider the NDP request Herald Staff Photo 
Trag ie  fa te  
o f  re fugee ,s  
Hundreds 
pushed 
out  to sea  
KUALA LUMPUR (AP) -- 
Four hundred Vietnamese 
refugees who eluded the 
Malaysian naval blockade 
and landed on the east coast 
damaged the engine of their 
wooden boat beyond repair 
and tried to set the craR 
afire to avoid being put back 
to sea, refugee officials re. 
ported Wednesday. 
Malaysian officials, ac- 
cording to a government 
policy announced June 18, 
said they will put the 400 
refugees in other boats, 
probably those abandoned 
• by earlier arrivals, and tow 
CANADA'S 
IMMIGRANTS 
TRY TO:HELP 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The 
Chinese community and 
dozens of other 'citizens 
here have rallied behind 
' Mayor Marion Dewar's 
plan to accept 4,000 
refugees from Southeast 
Asia. 
Nine~ Chinees 
associations have joined 
in an attempt to sponsa~ 
100 Of the hundreds of 
• thousands of boat people 
living in temporary 
.refugee camps in 
Malaysia, Th'ailand, 
Indonesia and other 
addition to .church and 
service organizatlsm that 
already have pledged • 
support, he plan is aimed 
at finding neighborhood 
sponsors -- condominium 
corporations, apartment 
units and community 
associations. • 
"We're going to need 
funds for renting facilities 
and perhaps hiring 
counsellors and. teachers, 
but we don't want people 
copping out ~nd merely 
sending us mousy," he 
sa id .  • ~ and probably would an- [ Kitimat's Eurocan workers march on picket duty 
• ': nmmce'a decision'today. " " ~. 
. Hedefended Vogel, noting . . . .  [ , , . i • 
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Family Relations Act was 
_..o..,_  [rlKers win  support hoarin~ any arguments. 
The judge refused to hear. 
any more cases related to 
the act, in effect throwing 
dezeas of actions in the RICh. 
mond court in legal limbo 
until his 'ruling could~ be 
challenged in a higher court. 
' Gardom said the ministry 
disagreed with the ruling 
because the Judge had not 
served notice as required 
under• the Constitutional 
Questions Determination Act 
and became no arguments 
for or against the ruling were 
heard. 
He said the ministry then 
asked, the British Columbia 
Supreme Court to order 
Govan to proceed with the 
case under the act,' and the 
higher court did so on April 
23;l'he attorney-general s id 
that on May 9, when the case 
was to he heard, 6ovdn was 
asked by the ministry to 
disqualify idmseff because of 
his earlier judgement. The 
judge declined and 
presented his Judgment he 
next day. 
In his ruling, Govan said. 
the transfer request was 
made bewcen April 1 and 
April 10, and he inferred 
from it that the attorney. 
general's ministry was 
lo~lng,for a "more com. 
piacent Judge who would 
hear and make orders 
without entering upon this 
constituional inquiry.' 
Leggatt sa id Govan'a' 
Judgment orion for some 
objective Investigation into 
what the ministry was 
suggesting. 
"There is enough on the 
surface here to indicate that 
there was some in- 
terferenes." 
He accused the ministry of 
negligence and said it should 
have tested the con- 
stitutional validity of the act 
in Uie courts. 
Gardom denied there was 
• The executive of Local 298 of the Canadian The tmion wants to negotiate a definition Of the  
Paperworkers Union have thrown its support term ~y worker - a'point of controversy bet- 
behind striking workers on picket lines at ween I~a l  298 and Eurocan management. 
Eurocan's Kitimat Pulpmfll Tuesday afternoon The company considers a day worker to be any 
; taking beth union officials and management by workeruot on tour shift. The union, however, 
surprise, . wants day workers classified as working days 
The 24-hour a day picket lines were set up only Monday to Friday. 
following a noon-hour study session called by The union also wants a change in shift 
union members dissatisfied with results of ' schedules and a cost of living clause. 
negotiations. The companies in the pulp and paper in- 
Although the majority of the S00 members at dustries have offered a t.wo-ynar contract with a 
the study session, favor Waiting for a full 99 cent per hour increase ffective July 1, 1979 
membership meeting to decide strike action, and 9.5 per cent increase in  July 1980. 
about 20 workers refused to return to work and Members of CPU Local 1127 are not on strike 
set up picket lines, but are refusing to cross picket lines. 
Members of Local 298 gave the union an 85.6 The ~ion executive" have called a special 
per cent mandate to strike. Strike notice served meeting of Local 298 to be held at 10 a.m. Friday, 
on the company expired July 2. July 6 at Riverlodge Recreation Centre. 
Workers are dissatisfied with the industry's Eurocan management has declined to eom-  
fmai offer because it does not include ehanges ment on the strike, claiming negotiations are 
they want made at the Kitimat mill. continuing between the industry and the CPU. 
Alaskan atural gas pipeline 
will be able to raise the 
private financing needed for 
construction ofthe $15-billion 
pro jec t . .  
Congresslonnl sources who 
have seen the report 
prepared by the General 
Accounting Office, Congress ~
watchdog agency, say it 
likely will mean more  
demands for loan guarantees 
or other federal assistance if 
the pipeline is to go ahead.. 
• The project is already two 
years behind the original 
January, 1983, acheduiled 
date for completing the 
system to transport Alaskan 
natural gas through Canada 
Alaska gas pipeline trouble 
WASHINGTON (CP) --  A case with the energy alternatives by 'order of report by a federal agency 
copy of a draft report to Con. dcpartment proponents of preference, nor does it aug- saying it might not be 
gresseaysitisunlikelyspon, the pipeline, gest the northern pipeline possible, the 
sors of the joint Canada-U.S. But these officials add the will not be needed even- 
draft report may yet be 
revised and it doesn't 
suggest he pipeline should 
not be built. It does, 
however, make it difficult 
for Northwest Alaskan to go 
to private money markets 
and ask'them to supply the 
capital for the project, the 
officials concede. 
The report says the 
pipeline, which would move 
an estimated one trillion 
cubic feet of natural gas a 
year south to U,S. markets, 
might end up costing con. 
sumers about $6 a thousand 
cubic feet in 1979 dollars for 
the fuel. This compares with 
a current coot of $7..16 a 
. tunily, congressional sources 
say. 
An energy department 
official, contacted at home 
on the July 4 holiday, said 
Energy Secretary James 
Sehlasinger has not yet seen 
the General Accounting 
Office report. He added 
opposition to the northern 
pipeline seems entrenched in 
some areas on Capitol Hill, 
and he was not surprised to 
hear about another critical 
report. 
Officials at. the federal 
energy regulatory com- 
mission say the real 
significance of the draft re- 
port is its liming. Northwest 
the Vietnamese back out into 
the South China Sea. 
The boat beached late 
northeast of here. 
The Malaysian avy hat 
towed more than 15,0o0 
refugees out to sea in 80 
boats ince it announced last 
month it would accept no 
more. boat peoPle. There 
already are about 76,000 
Vietnamese incamps in Ms- 
iaysia where they are 
awaiting resettlement in 
third countries. 
In Canberra, Australia, 
Wednesday, Dick Clark, the. 
U.S, co-erdinator for refugee 
affairs, said ff the nations of 
the world would double the 
pumber of refugees they 
accept -- to a total of 250,000 
annually -- the problem 
would be solved. 
Clark was in Canberra for 
the meeting of ANZUS, the 
military alliance of 
Australia, New Zealand and 
the Uniled Staten. ANZUS 
sources, who asked not to he 
named, said U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance, who 
is participating is the talks, 
• focused the first "day's 
discussion on the refugee 
problem. 
Earlier tlds week on the 
Indonesian island of Bali, 
Vance pledged the United 
States Would double its 
refugee quota to 14,-000 a 
year. 
"If we can get the numbers 
doubled to 250,000 per an- 
energy num, it is a problem that can 
regulatory officials point be resolved. 
out. "Clearly we have the 
ability to do it, the only 
question is ff we have the will 
to do it," Clark said of the 
world community. • 
He said the proposal would 
call for a facility capable of 
housing 1.2 million refugees 
who could be taken out of 
Vietnam for resettlement 
without having to make the 
dangerous boat journey to 
other Southeast Asian 
nations. 
They also note that, 
because of the recent sharp 
increases toa ceiling price of 
$23.50 U.S. a barrel for 
Middle Eastern oil, there is a 
strong sentiment inCongress 
for developing any energy 
alternatives to imported 
supplies. That could give 
added impetus to any 
request for federal financial 
aid to a northern atural gas 
pipeline. 
I southesatAsinncoontries Under the federally. 
granting .temp0rary adminlaturedsl~oosership 
remge zrem ytemam. ' program, ai~ in- 
r .commitments to the plan accepting responsibility 
. - -  Project 4,OOO --  to for one or more refugees 
sponsor anywhere from . for up to a year. 
one to a dozen refugees, . Breakspear estimated 
The plan, announced it would eesta sponsor 
last week, is not about $1,-000 mouthly to 
scheduled to be op- support a fourto-six 
erational until mid-July, member  refugee' family. 
Dewar plans to ask c i ty Sponsors are obliged to 
council to authorize funds' supply houslng, food and 
for hiring a fulllime co- clothlng until the refugees 
ordinator of the project, havejohaandcansupport 
Project chairman Alan themselves. They also, are 
Breakxpear said the supposed to help tl, c 
group plans to lobby the refugee feel at home "in a 
federal govermnent to cut new culture, meeting 
.red tape to speed refugee them upon arrival, 
passage. Other groups counselling them. and 
involved in sponsorships helping them find work. 
have complained that red The government takes 
tape is delaying refugee care of emergency 
arrivals up  to five medical billS, and  
months, language and job 
"There also are plans to training, The government 
put pressure on the provides Inane to cover 
government to rake its the more than $1,000 air 
1979 quota of 8,000 ref- fare from Indonesia on 
ugees. About half of them charter flights scheduled 
already are in Canada. for the summer and 
regular Asian flights on 
Brookspear said that in CP Air. 
Motorcycle gang 
shot found dead 
ably was somebody they 
knew," McGraw said, noting 
there were no signs of a 
struggle inside the house. 
The victims were not fled 
and all were fully clothed. 
One of the  first officers on 
the scene said the victims 
were shot "nil over. None of 
them were shot Just once." 
Police refused to release 
details of possible murder 
weapons, how so many 
people could be killed with no" 
signs of a struggle, or about 
the scene inside the house. 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) 
- -  Four men and a woman -- 
all members of the violence. 
prone Outlaws motorcycle 
gang-  were methodically 
shot sad killed early Wed- 
ncsday in the house that 
served as their local 
headquarters, police said. 
One of .the men was found 
sitting with a gun in his tap 
on a side porch, whore he 
apparently had been p~ted 
as a guard, said police 
Captain L.L. McGraw. 
"It very pouibly and prob- 
Union rep sees difficulty 
ea•lintorference and said the a were "routine, ex- 
pected and anticipated in the 
.performance of his (Vogel's) 
nut ies . "  . 
Vogel • said he did phone 
Govan, but only to outline the 
department's strategy and 
give notice that it planned to 
question his ruling before the 
,~preme Court, 
He, said "some con. 
fronistion is clearly required 
but rm not saying anything 
more 0hill the attorney. 
general decides on the 
request for an inquiry." 
to the lower 48 states. 
The massive civil project 
is a Joint effort by Ndt:thwest 
Alaskan Pipeline Co. of 
United States and Foothills 
.thousand cubic feet for 
' natural gas exported from 
Western Canada. 
It urges Congress to look at 
alternatives to the natural 
Pipelines Ltd. of Calgary. It gas pipeline for getting more 
means thousanda efJobs and energy to hungry U.S. 
billions of dollars in in. markets in the short term. 
vestment in Canada during But it doesn't rank the 
the construction period. 
Uficln,  at fod. i Shut  'em up  
energy regulatory com- 
mission who reviewed the 
draft report say it "caste a More than 700 people were 
leas sympatheticeye toward Jailed in 1964 after free 
the praetiealtty of the speech demonstrations at 
project" than has been the the University of California. 
Alaskan is nearly ready to 
put its financing proposals VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
for the project before private road to a contract settlement 
money markete and this may between the B.C govern- 
make it "doubtful,. ff not ment and the union 
impossible" they will suc. representing most of its 
cced. ' employees could be a rocky 
The officials auUcipate one, says a union 
Northwest A laskan 's  spokesman. 
chairman, John McMtlian, is "Indications are at this 
being handed the am- pointthatwemayhavegrast 
munttinn he necde to demand difficulty getting a set- 
federal assistance for the tlement," John Fryer, 
i~oject. Although McMilian secretary-treasurer of the 
s insisted from the start B.C. Government Era- 
the project can be privately ployees' Union, said in an 
financed, this is before the interview Wednesday. 
The Union will not be used 
as a scapegoat for the 
government's restraint 
program and a strike vote 
could come this summer if 
no progress is made, Fryer 
said. 
The union, which 
represents 37,000 govern- 
ment employees, i  seeking a
two-year contract with a t0- 
per-cent acrosa-thebeard 
increase in the first year and 
a cast-of:living clause in the 
second. 
Fryer said he expects the 
government will offer four The union's position is that • 
per cent in the fiS year and anyone who has worked 
reject a cost-of-living clause, more thanl00 days tdmtid be 
anofferhesaidcouldspsrka a fulltimo employee, Fryer 
strike, said. 
The issue of temporary The union also is U~flng 
employees is also con. improved weekend dlf- 
tentious, ferential and pension, 
There are about 8,000 vacation and maternity 
employees in this category benefits. 
who receive few, if say, The union will likely use 
fringe benefits and in many rotating strikes, if 
cases, particularly in the necessary, but these will not 
haghways department, tim. affect liquor stores, he said. 
porary employees have The talks continue here 
worked steadily for ymre. today. 
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Climbers tell how they scaled the highest 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
first of four men ever to 
scale the southwest face of 
Canada'a higheat mountain 
-- one of the toughest climbs 
in the world -- returned to 
base camp Tuesday to tell. 
about wind, drtvi,8 snow 
and the numbing fear of ava- 
lance. 
Jim Elzlnga, lifted from 
the base of Mount Logan by 
helicopter, said in a 
telephone inter'view from 
Kluane national park that 
the climb took II days on the 
mountain located in the St. 
Elias range in the southwest 
part of the Yukon. 
"We encountered strong 
winds, snow and cold," said 
Elzinga, a film-making He said the southwest face 
student at  Ryerson of Mount .Logan measures 
Polytechnical Institute in nearly 3,000 metres. 
Toronto. Elzioga said he made the 
climb for personal art- 
"The big problem was the Joyment. 
high avalanche danger. 
General climbing conditions 
were poor, Itwas snowing all 
the time we were sealing the 
face," 
"There'a no prize' money 
involvodandwe.don'texpoct, '. Eldnga said no one su~- 
any kind of a reception when fered fresthite and an earlier 
we get home to Calgary." ' report saying the climbers 
John Lauchlan led the ex- were running short of food 
peditlun .to Mount Logan's was false. " 
peak. which towers abot:~ "We had plenty of food and 
6,00O metres above sea le,zel. ' there were~o accidents," he 
Ray Jotterand and Allan said. 
Bur~eas also. suecessful~' 
completed the climb. Odgi/mlly. all four clim- 
• bers bad planned to make 
the descent ogether, from 
tho Mount Logan base camp 
known ,as Kings Trench. 
Elzlnga said he was flown successful. The mest recent 
out first with a climber from one was in 19/8 when 
another party because the Lauehlanand Ehiaga had to 
helicopter held only two give upwhen Eldngawall hit 
passengers: He expected the on the head by falling rock. 
.otl)ers to be arrive later.at The -four men were 
Kluane park. prepared to set' out on tlfll 
.... year's expeditlou one month 
' Three previous attempts o ago; but- poor weather 
scale the mountain's south- conditions forced, them to ' 
west face were all un- delay until two weeks ago. 
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SOAP HOLDER 
Convenient trim 
plasticsoapholder, 
K mart After'Sale 
Price 47¢ each 
K mart Sale Price 
3 1oo 
OR PEEL 'N 
STICK HOOKS 
Plastic soap dish or 
pack of 2 hooks.• 
Your choice 
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HAIR SMELLS 
TERRIFIC 
Conditioner or 
shampo.o. 60' mL 
bottle. 
K mart Sale Price 
• - ' - " - . -  31oo 2-.7.:!!!.!:!: 
OR ONLY 
SOLUTION 
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" "~ ~i~ MITCHUM 
i ~ i~ ROLL-ON 
.. ~ '~. DEODORANT 
Buy now and save 
on Mitchum Roll. 
II °n2z' 0 K marl Sale Price 
ALL-IN-ONE PANTY AND HOSE 
Nylon legs. with 65% Cot- '. ~ ~ I ~  
ton/35% Polyester panty. 
1 Beige or Spice. Sizes A.B-C. K mart Regular List Price 1.47 K mart Special Price 
................. KITCHEN !!!!~ ::i'~ i:!] I t  i:i:i~ I::;::;! . . . . .  TOOLSET ~!i:i: 
~p.~,~ til!i!ii:ii~ii!!i:l~ Turner, masher, la- ~]]~,~,~]  i, ~ !~I d ie ,  bas t ing  and  
i ....... ,=~?::~:::~ slotted spoon. 
~ ~ ft marlIlogular " 
................... ~:ii ':~;: List Pdce5.77 
, , , , , . ,  . _ .  4oo i!~ii!i~ '~ue~ Special qO~.J SAVE $1,77 Price t 
PAINT 
all electric ddlls, 
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. . . . . . . .  40.0 
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u" .#;~,~l~S I~  "1 I ! . :  :;~.I ~I I pylene yarn. Print- 
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aprons. Zip-front or button- 
down toppers. 
K mart After hie Price 4.00 
K mart Sale Price 
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•CLOTHING 
Mark It as yours. 
Indelible pen. 60 
name tapes. 
K marl Regular 
List Price 1.77 
-..IO.O Speclal 
Price 
12 OZ 
MICKEY 
FUR MU6 
Made of sturdy 
plastic. Perfect for 
children. 
K marlAfter .
Sale Price 2.17 ' K mart 
Sale 
Price R 
CUSHION 
Cotton cover. 
PolyureJhane foam 
fill. 15 x 15". 
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i i. by Linda Purschke committ , pit g , as school Holmberg also ex- planned for some time i ee om 
crucial fiictor that would P h i 1 1 i p s w a s re-opened. She said the plalned the committee previously. 
The school year has determine the future unavailable for com- pamphlet would ask was interested in Work done at the school 
drawn to a close, and it ,success of the committee, ment, but District 
parents ~ express any providing support to recently included putting 
seems that something would be parental in- Superintendent Frank concerns may may have teaehera by getting fences up, providing an Foster homes are urgently 
pa~.~ye r sulted from the volvement. Hamilton said the for- and would invite them to parents to participate in improved system' of 
re~e.nt ~ ..controversy "We're really counting maUon of the committee become involved in the school acitivities, both storage for bicycles, required for mentally handicapped 
surrounomg Coppe~il on the parents or else we was a positive move. activities of the corn- academic and extra- removal of trees, and Mountain School in .the:" will have  gained 
"I was the One who mitteo, curricular, extensive blacktopping children with mu/tiple health forinati0n of. a parent- nothing;" said Hoimberg suggested ,(the parents) "Right now, we've got Holmberg and San- WeNs said. He explained 
teacher iiason committee in a telephone interview form the committee, I a fantastic ommittee 
which, in the words of Wednesday. feel they can make with no hot heads. deeki agreed recent ' the ministry of education problems. Special maintenance 
Copper Mountain parent "We've  got ten  recommendations' and Everybody involved is action taken by the school had 'recently made 
Claudette Sandecki, is somewhere alreody," she develop,a free flow of interested in.  their district to beautify the money available for these • • types of improvements, rates will be paid. interested in "dealing continued, "Everything ideas to the sehool~" he ehildreas' education and school grounds had been and stated the district 
with problems before thatneeded to be brought said. in helping with other a 'specific improvement. 
they become problems." out has been brought out ' Hamilton added the children~' education," Earlier, the committee capitalized~ on the op. 
• portunity. For further information contact Sandeck i  s tated and•hopefully everything committee would have a Holmberg said. had expressed concern 
Wednesday she is pleased that nee~ted to be solved teacher representative . "From this main paarance of .the school, was looking forward to 635-2283 or apply at Ministry of , about the.physical ap- Holmberg stated she 
the newly formed com. is on the way to being and the principal at the committee, in thefall we including the lack of parents attending the 
mittee, acting in concert solved." meetings, will be forming' sub- planned August meeting Human Resources, 4506 Lakelse 
with School District 88, Both Sandecki an~d Holmberg stated the committees to look into proper bike racks, and actively par- 
has taken a~tton on most Holmberg stressed they committee was planning specific concerns .of ' Ted Wells, secretary- ticipating. Avenue, •Terrace, B,C. 
of the problems he felt had found Brian Phillips, to send a pamphlet, o be parents," she continued, treasurer of the district, "We need parents to 
existed ,#t Copper principal of the school, designed at the next "for exampleif there is a said he was pleased with get in there and pull their Mountain., 
extremely co-operative 'meeting scheduled inlate disclpllne committee, the positive response to weight," said Holmberg. 
Norms .Hohnberg, co- and interested in seeing August, home with then that committee will the improvements, but "H they figure they can 
chairperson of the the committee as- children attending the. look into the area." stated they had been sit back all summer and Province of Ministry of 
. i ron , ,  . , ,  I =1  the e*'ec* ''the rt,o mou a s o ant  problems to be solved, 
they're just out of their Hon. Grace M. McCarthy 
• . Mlnlster FORTMCMURRAY, AItu. one company employee.was P O L ~ee,  she concluded. 
(CP) - -A I  fire '.halted taken to hospital in an JUDGE,  JURY NEWS production at the Great ambulance because of 
Camdian Oil Sands plant "shock and hyper-ven- , " 
"",' ~nesday. ' :' tilation." ' 
Don Smith, "a; GCOS Smith said the fire broke Four Kitlmat men, jointly charged With rape, ' 
spokesman i said there was out in a hydrogen condenser have elected trial by judge and jury. Vandals did extensive 
.no estimate o~ :da.mage and at the plant's refinery. A fire 
3~e 8ccnsed ap~ in ]~timat prov~cial damage to the water foun .  E d d ~  ' P ~ b  I 
• ' .... " Synerude Canada Ltd. all before Judge E.L. Anderson. Tuesday morning. There ' 
i sand, plant rushed to the Aristides Montelro, 25; Tony Lagano,* 19; bushes and plants tern bu~ of cene . . ,  were al oseveral earb~ • • : ' 
Smith said he did not know Kerry Aren's, 26 and Lea Renfrew, '19 are the ground, said Kitimat 
when production will begl n charged with 10 cotmta of rape, buggery and RCMP. INVITES YOU TO JOIN THE FUN TUESDAY. TALENT 
• . s  
• The" condeuser.is used to took place in Kitimat Dec.. 9, 1978.. A sum of money was CONTESTANT A PRIZE AND THE WINNER BECOMES A 
i :  " again, gross indecency brising out of an incident.which NIGHT. LES ANNANDALE, OUR M.C. GIVES EVERY, 
manufacture hydrogen, a Anderson placed aban o, pul)ltcation fdetailS turned into Kittmat RCMP ~. 
Moist air is being pumped component i  the processing during the Preliminary hearing and excluded the recently. The money was FINALIST FOR OUR GRAND PRIZE CONTEST. from offshore giving cloudy of 'oil sands into synthetic foundin the Kildala ares and 
skies with showers, crude oil. public and press during testimony by the 21- 
The expected high today is The plant was pr0dueing year-old victim, the owner may claim upon 
• identification. 14 degrees Celsius and the between 45,000 and 50,000 : MOTOR HOTEL overnight low Is 10 degrees..barreisofsynthetieolladay.. ,~ . . I 
Kitimat students 
Mount Elizabeth Senior Secondary student Canadian Association of Smelter and Allied 
Elizabeth Jose has been awarded a total of $1,000 Workers scholarship; Nora Loutit, $200 
in scholarships by the Kitimat Scholarship Scholarship Association award. TIIURSD 5 p,m, to midnight 
Association. Also .awarded $200 scholarships by the 
from ~ *i the  :~ Scholarship ,~ Association. Unda Silander and Don Budd, .. . 
R°btr~PxzYbylski' was awarded the new Alcan ....... ,,,Winners. of $100 Scholarship:',Associat!on 2 1 KING {cat;) .(CTV ) it~,P s) ~ii 
Slvbr ~.t~nivers~ A~,'afd' f0r $6o0~ ,~ awards ,bre~Mark~ ~-,eldn~ff:Franco Tb~;mehe, .. i : '  (NBCl 3 CFTK )BCTV i,/ KCT$ ': 
Also awarded $600 Alcan scholarships are: Kevin Olesen and Hardecp Sshota. - - ' " ~ - - " "  ~ ' "  ' ~ '•" 
• lVIarie|Pohl, Patricia Resteo and Clement Chow. Markus Feldhoff also won the $100 Terrace Co. 5 !  ~ Make Me Mod Six Mists j 
Other scholarship winners are: Karina op scholarship. Laugh! Squd Million Rogers 
• News Hourglass Dollar Electric Dzuibe, $500Elks Clubaward; HeliJuustlla, $300 The winner of the special ~onymous i~5 Cont'd • Cont'd Man Company om,he  on d **o ho. ,o, O - - - - I  - - I  
the scholarship association; Earnest Rup- The Kitimat Scholarship Association is a 6 i~ Cont'd. The Muppet News Studio 
penthal, $500 from the Auxiliary to the Kitimat private registered charity. Awards are made Cont'd. Show Hour. See 
General Hespital; Donald Friesen, $100 Knights. from donations and interest on investments, 145 Cont'd. Love cont'd. Dick 
Cont'd. Boat Cont'd. of'Columbus award and $400 from the Scholar- The newly elected executive for 1979 are ~ Cavett 
ship Asseciantion; Doris Widmann, $600 Kitimat president, MESS Principal George Neumann; 7 i~ Seattle' Cont'd Angle MacNeil 
District Teachers Association scholarship;. John Vies-president Alcan Communication Specialist Tonight Cont'd Cont'd Lehrer 
Mazure, $200 MESS Student Council'award and David Dun smuir and Secretary, School Board Match Welcome Stars j ping [ 
$200 from the association; Roy Garb, $400 Administrative Assistant Rag Stowell. 14s Game PM Back, Kotter On Ice ~)~etP 
m ~  ~ m m m  m ~  
8 Mo,k T.e U.F.O. & Mindy Waltons ' Cont'd 
Cont'd King Cont'd Cont'd IN A LETTER 14s Cont'd of Kensington Cont'd Cont'd 
Shelford answers article • Quincy Thursday Live Marie ' Cont'd Night It Up Curie Cont'd Movie Soap Cont'd 
' ':45 Cont'd "The Cont'd Cont'd Dear Sir: renlistic as to the facts oflife Dr. Gordon Schrum, is not the way to go ff We ~ -....,..,--......_ ~ 
' and 'the problems of manager of B.C. Hydro, really want.to resolve th I 0 i~ Caas idy  Desperadoes" National Sounders' I 
The nameless article by agriculture. I am quite publicly drank a cup full of elasue and shed some light • 'Man U'cover Cont'd Gengraphic Soccer 
the Labour Advisory certain he would not ad- Tordon to proveit sate. Heis on the problem. Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd 
Committee in the June 19 vocatea halt to spraying as still alive today (which may 145 Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd 
News Advertiner requires an, . he knows better, sisee, ffthis or may not prove a point) Yours truly, ~ ~ - ~ ~  ~ 
answer t° set; the record warn d°ne in the Okanagan hawever, one thing ts car - Cyril M. Slelford 111  The CTV Cinema I 
straight, for ex'ample it would reduce Wimbledon National News B.C. 
First of all, I'd like to point the production ffruit crops ~ . Update ] Night News Hour My Cousins 
out'that the election isover by over 80 per cent. This i~5 Tonight Show Final Final Sun. would further increase our REGIONAL DISTRICT on 
and Labour, and their New reliance on foreign supply OF KITIMAT-STIKINE Kojak Late Sign m ~  ~ ; r a m  m ~  Demceratie Party followers, and put thousands of our 
were lected in this area. In Cont'd Show Off 
my opinion, they should not workers out of a job. At , Cont'd "A Hole in 
Cont'd the Head" 
1 2 ' Cont'd. NOTICE C°nt'd' o .waste their timeln sniping at present there is no alter- 145 Cont'd. 
native as biological control is a former member (who is still a long way off. .' Notice is hereby given that a Public permanently out of politics), 
hatrather, devote thelr time lhavealwaysmalntained Hearing will be held on theproposed FRIDAY 
developing new approaches that there is a continued "Electoral Area E and Specified PortiOn of 
to lmlld the area. Thereare need for receareh into better Electoral Area C Zoning By-law, Amend. 
and safer methods, also, to ment By-law No. 128, 1979". I I~ I~ New High Friendly many serious problems ensure that he use of spray d I Rollers Giant 
facing this area. and Canada materials is as safe as The proposed Zoning By-law Is con. 130 
as a whole, which seem to possible. However, protostat cerning the following property: ~ Wheel of Mr. • . : 45 ,Fortune Dressup have scaped their attention present Is directed at the so far. 
wrong target. All doubt and Unsurveyed portion of District Lot 1 i~ Password Sesame 
Their saying that he halt concern should not be 1913 Range 5 Coast District. Plus Street 
to spraying will assist dlrectedattheuser.ltshou]d ' . '  Hollywood Cont'd. 
agrieulture, and is a realistic be directed at the Federal Thegeneral intentof the proposed Zoning i 145 Squares Cont'd. 
approach by both Frank agencies which approve the By.law Is to change the Zoning designation Howard and Jlm' Fulton, is use of the product. None of us 
• Our Lives Bob Switzer basis. It is realistic, only, if Imow whether it'is harmful dustrlal to accommodate a proposed gravel Cont'd. Mary Tyler 
you choose to destroy (and it wouldn't do plt. s 145 Cont'd. Moore 
commercial griculture in protesters any good to The proposed Zoning Amendment may be 
the. Province at this time. question the average user) " "  ' • 
'/'here is at present no for as long as it is available viewed during regular business hours at the a :oo The On 
Mternative to spraying in (and there is no alternative) Regional District of Kltlmat-Stiklne office. .. :15 Doctors the 
: 30 " Another Evidence full-time farming. Ifanyone we will continue to use it. The Public Hearing shall be held in the i , : 45 World Cont'd 
disputes this, they must Those with concern must Thornhlll Community Hall, on Wednesday, 
outline a l ternat ive direct his concern to the l s 
procedures for use on large control agencies in the July ]], 1979 at 7:00 p.m: 2 i~ Cont'd. 'The Edge 
acreages such as; the Peace federal government.these Any and all persons having an Interest In Cont'd. Of Night 
Cont'd. Take River, the Okausgan or the are the People who, as ex- the proposed Zoning Amendment shall take 145 o t'd. Thirty 
Fraser Valley. Perts in the field, are hired to notice and be governed accordingly, 
nameless writer of the ar- dangerous products. "Neeka" 
tideby the Labour Advisory Theconcemregerdingthe the Public Hearing CommlHee only up to Summer 
Cont'd Cont'd Committee to believe me, ueeofTordondstesbackten the time of the Public Hearing. 145 nt'd 
and I suggest that he and years'or more. At that ime John Pousette Cont'd j 
i , i others on the committee protesters stopped the Secretary Administrator Cont'd. Flinstones 
eousult with the fermer NDp spraying of Hydro right.of. No. 9 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue, 4 !~ Cont'd, 
l~inlster of Agriculture, ways near Squsmish, and Cont'd 
Dave 8tupleh, who is Isis-protest against the user Terrace, B.C. Cont'd. Mod ....... ~ 145 Cont'd. Squad 
mm 
10 a.m, to § p.m. 
Trouble 
with Trecy 
Definition 
Cont'd 
What's 
Cooking 
Mad 
Dash 
Noon 
News 
Alan 
llamel 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
Another. 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cdnt'd. 
Movie 
Matinee 
"Bend of 
the River" 
I 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
| 
Electric 
Company 
Measuremetric 
Blue Umbrelt 
Zebra Wings 
Write On 
Cover-Cover 
Environments 
Music 
Cont'd. 
Art Starts 
Stories of Amer 
Write On 
Art Cart 
Universe 
Reemnastlos 
Book Look 
Music Place 
Poetry Alive 
Bread & B'Flios 
Over 
Easy 
Spenkout 
Cont'd. 
ilnl 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
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LETTERS TO 
TH E EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
Over the lent few years a 
new cult has been 
establishing itself in secure 
positions aH over the 
L 
are for,the most pert quite 
sincere in their beliefs, and 
also as in any other eligion, 
quite sure that their dogma 
• l i~ :~rcent  right 
~~,~=lse  Is "on the 
wrong track. They are of 
e~fu'~e~'~i~l~finerswlio are 
well entrenched in almnst 
ever~/~and town and 
since~h~lvent of Regional 
Districts even entreichod in
uninhabited areas of the 
~ province. 
' Wh5 are these people who 
preach that their way Is the 
only way? For the most part 
they are ordinary human 
,lYeings with the same 
ntrengtha and weaknesses a  
• ordinary citizens and who for 
one reason or another have 
joined the faith. Probably 
one will find in their ranks 
the same proportion of 
alcoholics, broken homes 
and mentalilinessen asin the 
amounts of money spent on 
education and training all of 
us in our schools and 
universities o that we can 
think for ourselves and cope 
with what we call 
civilization, will be largely 
wasted if the big brother 
planners continue" to in- 
ferrers and rule every facet 
of our lives. 
Joe Pullen 
Dear Sir: 
Over the pant wo months I 
have had the responsibility 
of coaching a minor soccer 
team in this city. The age 
group of the boys in my team 
range from 6 to 8. There are 
15 boys in the team and 
during the two months only 
six sets of parento have 
made an attempt o come 
with their boys to offer en- 
couragement and support. 
Of the six one has been 
myself and wife as my boy is 
a member of the team. 
I have'experienced a 
severe lack of participation general population. • . . . . .  
What lives them the tram me nod ann oc- 
i anthority "to show the lay ~n!onnlly the te..aln im.n .had 
people the absolute answers . pray a game wtm amy nine 
for all .~blb~i? ~ Ususlly .: pl~tyers. For those who don't 
ncthin~, exce~tdor-.undvinr k ow a soccer team should 
faith of their'disciples ~h~ have 11 players and a few 
spares at each game. are to be found in great 
numbers in municipalities 
and especially in regional 
districts. Faith is a won- 
derful thing because with it 
one can surmound all ob- 
stacles including common 
sense and reason. 
The politicians and their 
supporting bureaucrats, or 
should it be the bureaucrats 
and their supporting 
politicians, since elected 
officials come and go but the 
bureaucrats rule forever, 
are mostly to blame for this 
runaway planning night- 
mare by creating leglnhtlou 
such as the Municipal Act. 
This particular act gives 
heavy emphasis on planning 
and especially for regional 
districts, most of whom have 
rushed right in to plan and 
zone almost every square 
inch (2.54 era) of the 
province in order to plan the 
yen of all the Inhabitants. 
That they are not winning 
over many converts is 
evidenced by increasing 
hostility, such as court.casen 
from ordinary citizens who 
are tired of being pushed 
around by the planners. 
If planning departments 
and their supporting 
bureaucrats enpeciaily in 
regional districtn continue to 
carry on with their 
autocratic methods, an they 
have done over the last few 
years, they will indeed he in 
for a rough time. People will 
only be intimidated for a 
while; eventually they will 
fight hack when they realize 
their rights are being eroded 
by r~ elitist cult of planners 
and bureaucrats. The 
religion of planning will not 
atiraet many converts as 
long as the planners try to 
force planning dawn our 
throats, and in some cases 
use the plan to delay aetuntiy 
doing something until a 
problem goes away. What we 
need is less planning and 
more freedom to look after 
our own affairs. 
It seems that the vast 
I have made a number of 
calls to parents of the boys 
who don't nhow up. On 
emother was quite shocked 
that her boy was .absent as 
she had personally 
DROPPED HIM OFF. 
Apparently the boy had lest 
interest in playing soccer 
and instead of telling hi~ 
mother, he permitted her to 
drop him off at the field and 
then went elsewhere to play. 
Another mother stated she 
"didn't know where her non 
was 'on Saturdayn or why 
didn't come to the games". 
Her reason for this was that 
both her and the boys father 
worked Saturdays, and bow 
could they know what he was 
doing. 
Too many parents gave the 
excuse that he boy forgot or 
didn't know there was a 
game. One. would have 
thought that the parents, if 
they did not have time to 
come with their boys could 
have at leant found time to 
talk to him and to cheek the 
game schedules provided. 
It appears to me that in 
this age of increasing 
Juvenile delinqulncy parents 
had better stop and analyze 
their relatioMhip with their 
children. If today's 6, 7, and 
8-year.aids are not receiving 
any adult support or 
guidance, what, pray tell, 
will they be doing by the age 
of 14, 15, and 16. It is a fine 
thing to encourage your boys 
to participate in a teem sport 
but at this young age if they 
are not given your visible 
support that excitement they 
showed at registration time 
soon turns to boredom. 
Paying E,00 to register your 
child in a sport doesn't make 
a good parent. Coming with 
your child to that sport, 
whatever it may he, is what 
really counts. 
Yours truly, 
R. TledJe. 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes Its readePs com. 
merits. All letters to the editor of general 
:public Interest will he pl'lnted. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
leflers on grounds of possible libel or bad 
taste. We may also edit leflers for style and 
length. All leffers to be considered for 
Lpubllcation must be signed 
/ ...... 
: ~i i ::i :!!i!:~ 
• ~i 
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SOME DEATH TRAPS 
Photo by Greg Mlddleton 
Fishboat safety slammed 
Reprinted from the Dally News 
The accident and fatality rate in the British 
Columbia fishing industry has been climbing at a 
steady rate for the past few years, but neither the 
federal or provincial governments are empowered to 
inspect or enforce the seaworthiness of many of the 
vessels which ply B.C. waters. 
Aceerding to figures released be the Workers' 
Compensation Board, there were 13 claims arising 
.from fatal accidents last year, up from 10 such claims 
m 1977 and seven in 1976. Disability claims have been 
rising at the same rate, with 456 such claims paid last 
year, up from 404 in 1977 and 341 in 1976. 
I . !!, 
• ' :EPOR : MLA s R 
. , . , '~ . 
by Frank Howard; 
One of the common understandings about~rty  
relationships in this new Legislative AMembly::.was 
that government, because of its slim majority, Would 
be receptive to suggestions made by.,.the, o~on.  
It was assumed iihat the numerical~nseneB would 
see the New Democratic Party keep the governiiient 
in line, It was assumed that legislative propeealii put 
forward by the NDP would be examined on,.their 
merits and, if meritorious, would be aecepted:.:~ 
Those assumptions appear to be improperly i0un. 
dad. If the past couple of weeks is an indication.there 
will be no disposition on the part of the government to 
• pl.~y its game any differently than'it has in thepast. 
There have been a number of bills dealt with so far 
this session, bills which arose out of the budget. Some 
of those bills related to tax cats. tales tax, income tax, 
etc. Even though we in .the NDP had.said during the 
election that we would support the pre-eleetion budget 
bills and so indicated in the Lngisl. ature the govern- 
merit took up the time of the Legislature forcing a 
recorded vote on each bill. Those .votes .were 
unanimous and the process to me seems rather pui'lle. 
Hut it was done so government could exhibit its 
supremacy over the Lesgislature. 
In addition there were a number ofsuggealions we 
i~ the NDP made which, we thought, would make for. 
better legislation or would remove inequities. Not one 
of the suggestions was accepted by the government. 
The process, theoretically at least, of leglala~g is 
for the Legislature to develop law after examining the 
pros and cons of each issue and then come upwith 
legislation which reflects the common vlew..,The 
process in actual practice is assumption  the part of 
the government that all the brains In the province 
reside in the heads of the cabinet mi/~ters. 
• With that assumption, and. I made. no comments 
about its correctness or otherwise, government looks 
upon the Legislature as a necessary evil in the scheme 
of things, If government is going to develop bills and 
then,with its majority of four, force those bills through 
the Legislature without regard to anyone else's 
UFAWU spokesmen say.they often'receive serious .. opinions we have a virtual dictatorsldp. 
complaints from members concerning the condition :of" : .  
the company.owned gillnetter which'they area~igned ~:' ~For those who had the opinion that th'e government 
to, but that these fishermen are afraid to complain to may have felt itself chastised by the sletorate at the 
the company for fear of losing their Job. When there ~.~ May. 10th election and thus would act with a bit more 
are complaints made, Thorkelson "says, that the  respect for the electorate I have to say that, so far, 
fishing companies very often take no action "until your opinions and hopes have been dashed. 
somebody gets hurt, and ~ really hurt." 
The Workers' Compensation Board, says Board 
spokesman Brenda WhitUngham, is "aware 0f the QUID 
problem and would like to be in it." She says, however, 
that the option of WCB involvement is not available, 
because it has been determined that ship safety is: 
While the accident rate rises, the Ship Safety solely a federal jurisdiction. 
Branch of the Ministry of Transport is operating under i . Between the years of 1975 and I~  .thee WCB had~: 
what District Surveyor Fred~Bullen calls "a very ~, steppedinand~tarteddoing'shipsa~l~,htt~tionsian~ 
limited regulation." The federal regulations under vessels in the B.C. fishing fleet. In 1977 a ruling was 
which the Ministry acts direct that safety inspections 
are mandatory only for vessels over 15 tons, and that 
boats under that tonnage be inspected only on a purely 
voluntary basis. 
The casual inspections, ays Bullen, simply do not 
work. "It's time we took another look at the entire 
procedure," states Bullen. "We don't have the 
manpower or the directive to enforce anything.". 
Bullen estimates that 75 per cent of the boats which 
the ship safety branch in Prince Rupert inspect are 
deficient in condition or equipment. 
The United Fishermen and Allied Workers' Union 
look at the problem from a different angle. Joy 
Thurkelson, UFAWU northern organizer says that the 
union's main concern is for local fishermen who are 
employed on the many fishing company-owned 
gillnetters. 
All of these vessels, which are owned by B.C. fishing 
companies such as Cassiar, Canlisco, North Pacific; 
and B.C. Packers, are under 15 tons and are therefore 
completely exempt f rommandatory  inspection. 
Thorkelson says that there are constant "horror  
stories" circulating about various boats in the Prince 
Rupert gilinet fleet. 
"Nobody is inspecting these boats. Many of the 
boats are simply death boats," she says.  
made that the Ship Safety Branch of the Canadian 
Coast Guard was the only agency empowered to un- 
dertake the inspeeh.'ons, and the WCB ceased its in- 
volvement. 
The problem with the Coast Guard's role, according 
to District surveyor Fred Bullen, is thafits powers are 
not. clearly defined. 
"We are caught between the U.S. Coast Guard ,  a 
puliceJike strict regulatory approach, and the British 
gentlemen's agreement where each skipper takes 
care of his own boat," says Bullen. 
The result is what Builen calls a "tough spot" for the 
Ship Safety Branch; no firm directive; insufficient 
manpower, and a lack of real teeth in the regulations. 
• Meanwhile the accident rate in the fishing industry 
continues to rise. 
According to J.D. Paten, Director of the ~ Com- 
pensation Board's Prevention Services Division, the 
higher injury statisfi.es "reflect increased frequency, 
severity, and comPensation cost." 
In a letter to Coast Guard Regional Director Herb 
Buchanan and provincial labor ~minister Allan 
Williams, Paten states that the statistics "reinforce 
our previously communicated observations and ad- 
vice concerning the need for specific regulations and 
enforcement activity." 
LOWEST YET 
Carter's popularity gone* 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
President Carter hen 
managed toperform what 
appears to be an almost 
incredible feat for a lik- 
able man: it seems he has 
made himself less 
popular than any 
president in the history of 
modern poll.taking. 
The latest ABC Newn- 
Harris poll gives Carter's 
performance as chief 
executive a 73-per-cent 
negative rating, lower 
even than the lowest 
rating of former 
president Richard NIxon. 
The rating means that 
almost three-quarters of
the 1,4K adults surveyed 
in mid-June believe 
Carter's performance as 
president has been fair to 
~oor. Nixon, in the dark 
ys before he resigned in 
disgrace over the 
Watergate scandal, 
received a 71-per-cent 
negative rating. 
How could the nmiling, 
Geclfearing peanut far- 
mer from Georgia have 
so little public support, 
less even than a president 
who wan on the verge of 
impeachment when he 
finally resigned? 
By CATHY 
A nhort bicycle trip 
around the U.S. capital 
gives some .pretty good 
dues. 
A bicycle is recom. 
mended because despite 
imposition of an odd-even 
gasoline sales plan -- a 
.regime under which cars 
with licence plates ending 
in an even number can 
buy gasoline only on even. 
numbered dayn of. the 
month while odd. 
numbered cars flH up 
only on odd-numbered 
days --  gasoline is still 
hard to get. ' 
Llnns sometimes 
ntretch for blocks, many 
ntotious have limits on the 
amount of gas they will 
nell, and prices are 
nonring to around the $1 
mark for a U.S. gallon, 
which is five-sixths the 
size of a Canadian gallon. 
So far, gasoline prices 
have been escalating at 
an annual raie of 55 per 
cent. The recent oil price 
jump by the Organizatiun 
of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries will push them 
up further. 
A stop at a supermarket 
McKERCHER 
gives another' clue. The 
cost of a market basket of 
food is 10.8 per cent 
higher than a year ago. 
Over-all, inflation was 
running at an annual rate 
of 13.4 per cent by the end 
of May. 
Meanwhile, the pur -  
chasing powe r of the 
average • U.S. worker, 
adjusted to account for 
inflation, declined 3.3 per 
cent in the last year. 
This week, Carter told 
reporters that a U.S. 
recession is "much more 
likely than it wan before" 
because of the latent 
OPEC increase. 
He calculated that the 
price increane could cost 
800500 jobs, add 2.5 
percentage points to the 
inflation rate, and cost 
the U.S. t15 billion more 
for imported oil than the 
$45 billion it npent a year 
ago. The highest cost is 
almost certain to impose 
new ntrains on the U.S. 
dollar. 
Discussion of a 
recession is nothing new 
in the U.S. Months before 
the OPEC increase many 
economists began 
predicting that ihe 
economy would slide into 
a decline this year. 
Carter's admission that 
this is a more likely 
prospect hat previously, 
regardless of who be  
blames for it, ~qas like 
letting the air out of the 
blcycle'n tires. 
For Carter, the 
domestic situation and 
widespread unhappiness 
With the way he is dealing 
with it bode ill •for any 
hopes he inay have of 
gaining re-election in 
1980. 
Carter supporters 
stress that public opinion 
is the most fickle of 
emotions, •subject to 
change almost without 
notice. And they add 
optimistically that for  
Carter, the only way to go 
in the polls in up. 
Sponsors of movements 
aimed at ejecting Carter 
from the" White House 
think the direction he 
tokes in 1980 may be out, 
• not up. If a rece~sian is
added to the energy and 
inflation worries of 
Americans, thin begins to 
appear more likely. 
RIDES? 
~it t i '  ' " ' 
Greg  
Middleton 
I 
I have a friend who has succumbed to all those 
Participaction ads. A once quite pleasantly plump 
young man, he now looks like the 30-year-old Canadian 
who has worked himself almost o death to become as 
fit and healthy as a 60-year-old Swede. The fellow Is 
only in his mid 20's. 
You can frequently see him miming around Prince 
Rupert and even occasionally in theoutl'yingareas and 
even in Terrace he runs so much. And this is running, 
mind you, not the jogging he considers for'slackers 
and slouches. 
• We were good friends in the days of drinking beer 
and eating pizza. I let him get out Of my eight and he 
turned into a jack, getting all sweaty and worse, ~ en- 
joying it. 
Now, don't get me wrong, I 'm not a great slovenly 
thing myself. I am actually quite irim now. Id id it 
through the more aesthetic and spiritual practice of 
self-denial and pa,it ig up the chocolate cake. 
Exercise is something I have always detested. 
Exercise is excessive by nature. 
Oh, I am active, in my own way. I do sltups. Every 
morning I sit up to determine ff it is daylight yet or 
not. Sometimes I even do it two or three times until I 
get it right and it is light out. 
In order to get a little more exercise, nothing ex- 
treme mind you, but alittle something to get the heart 
pumping, I once made a firm commitment tokeep the 
beer on the bottom shelf of the fridge and put the 
scotch on the top shelf of the cupboard. That, at least, 
insured a little reaching and stretching, but without 
being ostentatious. 
I once did the round of health spas and men's clubs. I
discovered some charged amodest amount and made 
their money on the beer and sandwiches you order 
from the attached kitchen. Others charged a lot and 
make even greater profit on the health food drinks. 
The expensive ones had a great, muscular, and hardly 
every sweaty beast hat made sure you did the ro~d 
of exercises they assigned you. The b~t  deal is almost 
always at the local pool and recreation centre, but 
they don't provide the motivation, you have to do that 
yourself. 
Sports have always been out for me. I Couldn't play 
hookey as I wasprone on the ice for the entire time we 
were in the arena. I didn't have the fine motor co- 
ordination to bounce the basketball more than once 
and trying to run and bounce the hall at the same time, 
well, enough said. 
At football and rugby I was just good enough to be 
used for tackling practice for those who were trying 
out for the school team. 
As for baseball, I never eally got the chanee.ARer 
a winter of allowing every kid in the school who 
wanted to be a football or rugby star knock me down, 
they weren't about o put a club into my hands. ~: i :  
Running I suppose I could do. I just don't see the 
purpose though. Something is likely to start chasing 
yOU. 
/ I  
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[look:: or " A .... B .C ,   nenes ON RAIL .,,. g rapes  PA  ES 
. . . .  80 per cent of their grapes | • VANCOUVER(CP) "The  
"~ l l r iUsh  Columbia wine in- from B.C. growers, but the OTTAWA" (CP) - -  VIA 
• ., ' ~ ' ..'--"~; ~. "."." . ' - . ';~' ~'~"" .'"" :'~" ',:~:.~?-::;,~;'::';: ::2/ " ' . .  . ' '" ' ' ' ' ; " 
" : : .  POPULAR 
.~, ~W reeling from heavy 
Vineyard losses last winter, 
ta  sc~ambli~ tofind suitable 
bi~;Californla grapes to keep 
j.i;:,:~nedes operating at fell 
capacity, 
.h !/; .  Grape growers' are 
~;~ predicting a 7,r~O-ton Imr- 
.. ' vest this year, less than half 
" ' / " ( f  last year's bum_per_crop f 
"-"~ .19,000 tons." The B.C. wine 
industry uses more than 
. 20,000 tons of grapes a year. 
" " '  :The addlton of' more 
~' -Cl~lfomh grapes In B.C. 
O; Win~, however, w i l lno t  
..~ ;~mar i ly  mean an am- 
• i~ovement in the domestic 
~'.L product, say B.C. wine mak- 
~: .~.  
' ~. ~ Holt, vice- 
.~ :" president of Ste. Mlchelle 
~" Wines, nays his company will 
~-~' ":be locking for California 
-r . .  grapes which will blend well 
:with B.C, grapos,,inateed of 
s l~eant~ changing the 
....  t~pe of wine produced. 
. . . . .  ~"It would he pretty drastic 
~:; to alter those blends," said 
Holt. "We have to he careful 
,~. not to over-improve." 
,~ : .  'He said wine consumers 
• ' p re fer  consistency and 
o.' wosld ~ct  adversely to a . 
• :~ 'Mguiflc:..,ut change h i  their 
_~,i:' :' w~ mak~ a~ are pre- 
~": diet ing a possible "wine 
~!: ..-shortage in 12 to 18 months 
~.iTbecause . o f .  iacreaned 
~. :demand for wine and this 
, .  seusou's poor harvest. 
"" Harry McWattere, " 
marketing services manager 
• ~"  for Caanbello Wines, says. 
'. much • of the increased 
.~ ~~demand for wine occurred 
~. ~ last summer's labor 
.~, casputo in the brewing in. 
~.'• dustry in the province. 
, : r .  Even afar the beer strike 
; t ;  ended, the demand for wine 
.continued to increase, he 
J r  said. 
~:.  - Jim Berry, general 
~ ,  homager of Andros Wines 
.~ Ltd., ngreos. 
' "  "The beer strike last 
summer caused a lot of 
people to sample B.C. 
wines," he says, "and they 
~" were pleasantly surprised by 
the h~ 9u~t~,,, ,,,, 
Normaw ,-.~,. , .he 
makers are required to buy 
requirement will probably J Rail /the Crown agency 
.be waived this year to avoid I trying to.~turn monoy- 
a wine shortage In 1960 or losing rail passenger 
servile 1981, when wine started th is  into a money- 
, year is brought to market, making business, has 
declared ali-out war on 
Berry said It would he in passes. 
the'long terrtiinterests of the At'one time there were 
Grape Marketing Board to "thousand and . 
allow wine makers to buy thousands" of Canadians 
California and Washington who received free pan- 
grapes, If the board insists sage .aboard passenger 
on staying with current trains operated by the 
import quotas and a wine' Canadian National 
shortage develops,, he says, Railways and CP Rail an- 
consumers mlghtswitoh to coi'ding to a VIA 
other beverages, ' which spokesman. 
would not be In the best in-. In addison te railway 
terests of B.C. grape employees who received 
growers. . them as a condition of 
B.C. wine makers are pre- work, the f ree  riders 
dieting, an improvement in'  Included dependents of 
local wines as the industry" the rail . workers, 
continues to plant and use newspaper • i'eporters, 
more vidifera grapes, police chiefs, MPs and 
Vinifera are true, named senators and their 
stocks that origian{nd in the dependents, customs 
great vineyards of Europe. o/finials, many federal 
Most California'grapes come government departments 
from vinlfera stocks, and various others. 
Most of the grapes now Inevitable abuses of the 
':asses led the. two 
i . , L i" 
EARNINGS 
- -  Beulah Frazier insists 
that she'd rather I)e fishing 
than running her baekrocm 
jade business and worries 
that what started as a hobby 
is getting out of hand. 
Listening to her tell it, 'it 
sounds as it Mrs. Frazier 
sells the figurines --  carved 
in Taiwan from British 
Columbia Jade-  and the 
bases and bookcases she 
makes herself more as a 
public service than . to make 
money. 
She said most jade dealers 
are ripping, off their 
customers -- a three-inch 
bear she sells for ~ would 
cost twice that in Jasper and 
about f~0 in Vancouver, she 
said. 
"It's a ripoff. I.know what 
itrs worth.and there's no 
reason It should cost that  
much." " 
Mrs~ Frazier, Who left 
Cardston, Alto. With her  
husband eight yonm ago to 
move to this northern B.C. 
Jade business is booming 
DEASE LAKE, B.C. (CP) think everyone should have a sideline that gets tourists sea of muskeg, cast overrun 
and locals alike into the 
house for a look at the jade. 
And she is reluctant to dis- 
cuss how many items she 
sells or how much she 
makes. "I don't really want 
people to know I'm doing it 
because they could come up 
and do it too. It pays pretty 
well." 
• Jade and lioencos are not 
the family's only" source of, 
income. Husband Dave runs 
an aviation fuel supply 
business, does some building 
with his son and serves as 
local Justice of the peace and 
no.taw public. 
"None of these things 
alone would keep us alive, so 
we have to put a few of them 
together," said Mrs. Frazier 
who is quite content with the 
s!ow-paced life In a town of 
several hundred that B.C. 
Rail was supposed to reach. 
someday but probably never 
some." 
"If someone can't afford a 
piece, I sometimes sell it at 
cest and I give away lots• 
too," she said. "I'm Just  
trying to make people happy. 
That sounds crazy, doesn't 
it?" 
It does sound slightly 
crazy for a businesswoman, 
but Mrs. Frazier, at age 62, 
displays a" good'• bit of 
• business ense as well. 
/ She buys caw jade in 100-or 
1S0-ktlngram lots fi'om 
mining operaUons in the 
mountains around here and 
sends ome of it to Taiwan to 
he carved into seals, bears, 
Inuit and other Canadian 
motifs. The cost Of having it 
done domestically would he 
prohibitive. 
She cuts bookends and 
bases for the figurines on two 
diamond saws in her 
backyard then polishes the 
products in her kitchen, 
room wail finds its e.Pesqeot 
and government indecision, home in Dosse Lnk Cm. 
But it's alright with Mrs. struction workers stand 
Frazier'if the boom that the looking at two rail 
railway was supposed to which eume from opposite 
bring never arrives. There'll ' directions but Just fail .to 
be less business and more meat as they should in the 
time to go after the rainbow middle. The caption un- 
trout in the nearby lakes, derneathrea~: "Thank God 
The pester on her li.vtng It's Friday." 
thereby cutting out the will. 
middleman on these hrge The rail bed for the BC~t 
items which she displays " extension is prepared most grown in the Okenngan, I J B R I T I S H C O LU M B !, 
however, are hybrida grown Mlwayeompanios tewnthatherhusinesseards along with jewelry and of the way to Dense Lake but 
• on the hardier North ~ ~ s e l v e a  to shorten the call "The Jade Capital of figurines in her living room. construction begged down 
American .labmsoa roots, list of vans holders. The World," said she elite She and her husband sell last year more than 300 
Mast wine makers agree her profi.t margin because "I rmhing and hunting Hcences, kilometres to the south in a 
that more vinifera stock will 
be planted this year to 
replace f rost -damaged 
growers will be planting a BUSINESS D (',TO 
mix of grape vines, including 
the tried and true hybrids, to 
hedge their bets. 
Growers might also plant ' ' - • ' • " ' . . . . . .. . 
more grape vines to produce . . . . - _. ' . . • • 
white wine which has soared ' . .. 51BUl lS  t l tA I IqPn iAqPa  Bla  ' . Ready MIx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain • ." . ' " ~: . . . .  . : " 
i n  consumer popularity ~ ~ " I~R ~ U ? R I n ~ [ | ~  • ": rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of ~ . . . .  .~ J_  d t_ .=A=. !__ ' _  
redently. Although red and ~1 ~ • ,,"urn/aura Re-air Cement, /4 Yard Concrete MIxer avallable for rent • g~l~61g l~ urogerms whitewinos now share 60 per ] U| ~ ' P " ' 
centoftlieB.C.wlnemarket,. • !$ ~] . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ,,. ,_ WE OELIVER SATURDAYS 4711-G KeithAve. 
the province's growers h~/w ~,J . Kest0rmi0ns, .0pc I;flusts . PHONE 635-3936 ' • . . 
almost 70 per cent of their - ~  O,,,,s,,,,, M .d . r . . . . , ; t  . . . .  n .a. ' . t .L : . .  F.J.H. READYMIX Your  f r iend ly  convemence  store 
fields eommited to ~ou~tum man rUIIIILUIU nuIIIIl~lllHg ConstrG,,-llon ktd 
producing grapes for red ~ ~  . • ' ~ ~ ~ , :  " " ' . 
wi~, ~ l n  h .~- im-  ' ;General Building Contracting . ' • , , ,  ... . HOUris, ' . . 
ports of white wine. . i - . • . ' :._ - • . • . . . " 
. Altha.ugh ,e  wine ind. ~ . t rY towara  : 635-5585 ~ ~  Weekdays 6.30  am-  12 midn ight  
mo movmg Plant Off Krumm Road , . 
re vinlfera stock and 2610 Kalum St .  Ter raoe  Th~rnhill " Weekends 9:00  am to 12  m]dn lght  
planung 
white wine grape vines, the , •' r ' l  
time .gap from when vines .. 
are first planted end are , 
producing marketable  ' For Insights Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
grapes can be an long as ~ . into Insurance Residential. Industrial-SpeclallzlngGasFlfllng 
seven years. ~~~- -Fami |y  ProtectJol~ and Sheet Metal Shop 
"~ i - -Mor tgage  Insurance ger 
'~~- -Bus iness  Insurance ' Charlie Belan 
~~-- Income replacement ~ ~, ' • 
/~- -Reg is tered  ,Reti~'emenf Pianning ~., ,~P l 'uMB iNG & HEAT ING L i ;D .  ~ ' ~'~ ~ , .  ~ ; . . . . . . . . .  .km,. ... ; ...... , ...; .~.,.~.,...~ 
urlan Montgomery :,' ,,,,,,, ........... 
. .., . 
Representative 443& LAK E LSE AV ENU E ' 
eus,,ess /I/lanu~jl'ife Buslness P.O. Box 53, PHONE 63S.9319 
TERRACE S.C. V8G4B5 OR 43S.9320 635.9236 The Manufac lurets  Lde  Insurance  Com~oan y 635-9236, 
, .... Install & Service Gas, WoA)d & Oil Furnaces 
• EASTSIDE Ter race  E lec t ron ic  Repa i rs  L td .  DOLLAR ~,OCE,  r & LAUNDROMAT 
• OPEN , SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
• AUTHORIZED 7 D A Y S A W E E K s .v ,c ,  uu*'% 
deuar u~ terms of canad~n To Serve You ( ,y~; /  DEPOT 
• ' ~ e  Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
tEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 Sanyo, Toshiba Custom finishing. Renovations. Additions 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 Mon.-Sat. '9 a.m.'. 6 p.m. CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 46~] |,akeJse 615-4543 BOX 543 ~8~'4~M j Torraoe, B.0. 
Acklands Ltd., six months 
:ended May 31: 1979, 
$1,1~1,3~1, 43 cents a share; 
C 19~, ~I4,&W, 18 cents. 
J. D. Carrier Shoe Co. Ltd., 
• ,six months ended April 30: 
1979, ~81,S95. 14 cents a 
share; IM3, $~,674,12 cents. 
Ceseka Resources Ltd., 
nine months ended April 3O: . 
,9 1979, ~,266,~7, 22 cents a 
share; 1978, t2,787,000. 32 MONTREAL (CP) - -  U.S. 
cents. 
,~... ~otla Covenants Ltd-, six funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 
months ended April 30: 1979, Wednesday was up 1.25 at 
$1,0~,116, $1.46 a share; $1.1645. Pound sterling was 
1978, $1,053,891, $1.57. up 1.92 at $2.5928. 
"~ Tone, raft Ltd., year ended In New Vrk, the Canadian 
[ Dec. 31: 1978, ~03,000, 14  dollar was down 3.100 at 
• cents a share; $1,~4,000, 89 $0.3587, and ponad sterling . 
. Exoavator JD690B ' 
Baokhoe M.F.50 
: '  TORONTO (CP) "-- The the Vancouver Stock Ex- I 
':~ • Toronto stock market was change with a volume of [ John Black ~L~m~C  O~1~_ 
] :down sharply at the dose of 3,348,645 shares at close, i S124 McConnel l  I [ l l a t l J lm l lmlg l ld  
active trading Wednesday. In the ~! Terrace, s.C. ~ .~ '  V I I 1  
.. The TSE 300 index fell lndustrlals, 
;i ~ ~11.39 to 1591.40. ' .  ? 
1 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 I 
(;I,A(:iER 
Volume wan 4.87 million 
.~: ~npered  with 6.16 million 
,, Tu.day. 
; " Among lndust r la l s ,  
Dominion Bddge fell 1V4 to 
~m,qV4, Petrofina Canada 11/4 
~ to' ~8½, Canadian Pacific 
'. htvUiments 1¥4 to t3(P~, 
' .N¢¢enda Minos 1 to FIg~ and 
~ Gulf Cmmda 1 to $60½. 
~* 'Finning Tractor rose 2 to 
~,  OPI Ltd, A IS/4to $27, 
" Carma Developers A. 1~ to 
't l?,Kaiser Resources ½ to 
, ~ and Skyline Hotels 50 
cents to~4. 
Mclntyre Mines was down 
11,/4 to ~18~, Ted(.Corp. A 1 to 
$12½ and Rio Algum I to M. '  
Dome Mines was up T/s to 
iN4% and Campbell. Had 
lmke ½ to~½.  
Canadian Reserve Oil and 
Gu declined % to $19, 
Trinity Resources % to $6e~ 
.end Page Pete % to $18. 
Mountain .qtotex Resources 
advanced 1~ to $10V4 and. 
Pancanadian Pete ½ to 
Mg½. 
t~ 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
:Pr ices  were up in active 
- , '~ :  aiain Wednesday on 
Pagurian was unchanged at 
~3.75 on 11¢130 shares and 
Third Dimension Industries 
was Unchanged at .35 'on 
2,300. Keg Restaurants was 
up .05 at $2.10 on 2,100 and 
Third Dimension Industries 
Preferred.A was unchanged 
at .35 on 2,000. Austin In- 
vestment was up .O5 at .8O 
and Relco Industries was up 
1-8 at $1S 3-8. 
Zonore Resources was up 
.01 at .35'on 377,900 shares on 
the res0urc~ and develop- 
ment board, while Tintina 
4418 Legion Avenul 
Terrace, B.C. 
A Coa l ) le ts  G lass  and  
Aluminum Serv ice  
I 
I 
I 
L 
D & I JANITOR SERVl0E 
Rug cleaning by hot water extraction 
2 rooms & hallway- $70- most houses 
FREE ESTIMATES 
635-6622 4732 Halliwell 
Cleaners  Ltd. • • , RENOVATING-  BICYCLES. ETC. 
FOR THE BEST  IN  
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
. Handyman Unlimited 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and  Min i  Ma l l  
(Next  to Mr .  M ikes )  Call BILL or DALE 3943Mountalnvlow 
635-2838 , , , . ,1 ,  or 535.3957 Terrace, B.C. 
i 
Silver Mines was up .30 at ' 
o..,.o IMARCOVX ] l 1 Resource Warrants was up Pro-Teoh Electronios Engineering one-half cent at .21 on 12=,300 RESIDENTIAL & HOT WATER 
• I H EATING ALk_TE~ATJONS ~ERV iCE | 
.75 on 56,698. Amber nishi & 
P om was up 18.t,1,, W.  .rv,oe A,, Comm.rcl.,,.om. En,erta,nmen, s• 
and Monte Grande Ex-  AppllanceslncludingMicrowave 
plorat lonwasup.35ai$8.~.  SAnyoSowNklign.WarrantyDep°tKe.ood.Admlra [remodelling &.Genera  I CarpentryJ an'6 uti, 
On the curb exchanger . MorseElectrophoni¢ I 635'2  I 
Nomad Minos was up .0S at Hammond Certified Technician 
.23 on 91¢000 shares and Jet- i ~:, 
I" 6-3916 Mounta inv iew ,A ~ I L, pHo N,E 63s., 4so "re nnAC[.?WALBc 
Stur Resoureeswas up.lSSt 33M KALUM 63S-5134 V3.,  Ter race  AVE. J 
$1.9o on 52,600. Pone,/ Ex- 
I ploratlons was up .00 at .73 
on 44,000 and Nepture 
Resources was down .02 at 
.72 on 32,997. Bianea 
.es.oosweed  tout. Cal l  us  a t  635 .6  9 to  5 and Caseadla Resources was 
up .01 at .30. 
• . , , ' . .  . . .  . 
I I1, " 
1st Annual 
SALMON FISHING DERBY 
starts 
THIS WF_,EK 
THIS WEEKS 
HIDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE 
• Dinner  fo r  2at  Hectors  ~ 
. Cour tesy  Lake lse  Motor  Hote l  
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES 
[*Kedak Model 100 Instant Camera. 
C~yS ight  &Sound 
eMens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
e~sorted Tackle- 
Courtesy ~ Je~sen 
*Gift Certificate. 
~." : ] I  ~, .. '.'.. ~.~./7'. "!''!. 
• /resorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs - Narcs 
nSmoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
eTack]e Box & Kit - 
Courtesy K mart 
,Smoker 
Courtes~ Saan Store Courtesy ~ Jensen  
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
r -~est  Spring Entered 
.During the Derby•wins 
A ROD & REEL  " 
Courtesy 
Dalwa - Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe EnterM 
During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa. Algmquln 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG .WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A tri~p for 2 to ~ Vegas,• COURTESY 
Hotel accommodation i cluded CP /dr  
Heida Travel 
Leaves Terrace Oct. U,  1979 8]keeu  Ma l l  
Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 Merchants Aasochltlesl 
- To  be  awarded on a draw basis-a l l  ent r ies  e l ig ib le  ' • 
• A~ salmon caught in fresh 
water within a 50 mile radius 
of Terrace is  e!~lble. 
- Only f~h weighed in at the 
3verwaitea Store in the 
-~eena Mall durhag regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
licenee and an official entry 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
close at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per ik~on 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daffy 
Herald or the ~keena Mail a re  
inel~ble. 
- Weekly winner~ wail'be 
announced in each Tue~y 
edition of the Daffy Herald. 
TEIt lt .tCE-KI 'r lMAT 
dally h rald 
:i/., ~: i:i:i.-: !:-::~~:! : .,; : " / " " :  ""~ ':" " " : "  ' :/", ...... : '  : : i :~' " . " i~"  ' "~ .~.:": ," :',* :,,, ,~.'~ ;.~ "~, :" ,; ",:.',..' ./. . . . .  ' 
i t 
 SPO RTS 
. I 
Single the winner 
Houston pinch-hitter Jeff 
Leonard'5 seventh-inning 
single 5cored Jose Cruz, 
ca~ing a two-run rally that 
carried the torrid Aelroe to 
their sixth consecutive 
victory, a 3-2 decklou over 
Cincinnati Reds in~ major 
league baseball Wednesday. 
• Joaquin Andu.lar, 10-4, am'- 
vivod a 5ixth.iunin~ brawl 
sparked, by Reds third 
basemen'Ray Kn:~ht, An- 
duJar's former minor lca&~e 
room-mate, to earn the 
victory. Both benches amp- 
tied twice during the fracas. 
There were. no apparent 
injuries, but Kel~ht and the 
Astres' Ceaar Cedeno were 
e~ecM , 
The brawl apparently 
stemmed from an incident in 
the fourth when the Reds' 
Joe Morgan ducked under an 
AnduJer pitch that was high 
and inside. 
When AeduJar came to bat 
in the sinth, Reds pitcher Bill 
Bonham threw a pitch 
heh~d h~ back. A~ An- 
duJar grounded out, he e~- 
changed wordswlth Renbam 
and Knight ca the way bach 
to the Astrea' dugout. 
The needling continued be- 
tween Knight and the Astro 
bench until .cadeno Jumped 
the fence to answer Knight's 
cholleuge. 
The victory, the 14th in 16 
games for the first-place As- 
ares, mooed them 10 pme~ 
ahead of Cincinnati in'the 
Natiosal League West. 
~ae l  Lan~ reached 
PENNANT I 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
ElM 
W L POt, O IL  
MontrWl  45 28 .616 
Pittsburgh 40 34 .541 SV~ 
Philachllphl8 42 38 .525 6'/= 
Chlc4go 38 35 .521 7 
St. Louis 38 37 .SOt 8 
NeWYork  30 44 .40S ' lS~ 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
l i s t  
W L Pet. O IL  
Baltimore 54 37 .467 - -  
Boston 49 29 .62| 3½ 
Milwaukee 46 34 .SlS 7~ 
Nr~v York 44 37 .543' 10 
Oelrolt 35 40 .474 15½ 
Cleveland 36 44 .450171,'2 
Toronto :16 57 .313 29 
West. 
Texas 47 34 .~o-  
~lltornln 4"/ 35 .573 
Kaneel City '42 ~,  ,~ .  4~s 
~lcaOo 34 ,I.5 ~430.~'}2 
Seattle 35" 49 .417' 13V= 
Oakllmd 23 59 .210 M~ 
Wednl|lday Rml to  
Chicago 16 Clevldand 4 
Boston a ifJansH City 4 
Now York  4 MI Iwauk~ 3 
WoM 
H0ustofl 52 31 .627 - -  
Cincinnati 41 40 .506 10' 
San Francisco 40 41 .494 11 
San Diego 36 48 .~  16T~ 
At l |n91 34 46' .425 16~ 
LOS Angeles 34 48 .415 17~ 
first in the' seventh inning ou 
a fielder'5 choice and scored 
on Cruz's double, tying the 
game 2-2 and setting the 
~stnge for Leonard, who 
5t~ked his gamewipaer off 
reliever Dsve Toml/~' 
Wmie s~rkeii belted ~v0 
solo home runs and Ball 
Madloek knocked in three 
runs with a pair of doubles, 
powering Pittsburgh to a 6-4 
triumph over St. Louis 
Cardinals for. the Pirates' 
third stralght victory. 
Bill Lee and Elias Sesa 
combinedfor a elx.hltter and 
Warren.Cromartie and Ellis 
Valentine slugged solo home 
runs, ' leading Montreal 
Expos to a 2-1 victory over 
• Chicago Cubs. 
Wayne Nordbagen 
smacked a grand Sam home 
run to l~t  a 10-run 
fifth~inning outburst and 
power Chicago White Sox to. 
a 16-4 vioto~y over Cleyeland 
Indians. 
Steve Carlton gave up wly 
one hit, a . first-pitch, 
seventh-inning double to 
Elliott Maddox, and Bake 
McBride drove' in the win* 
run for the second 
straight night as 
Phitadelp~ta Phllliea heat 
New York MeU 14 for their 
third eomeoutive triumph. 
It was Carlton'5 fifth 
ca.rear one-hitter, t s~ a 
National League record. 
Pepe Fries scornd the win- 
ning run on a balk by San 
Francisco left-hander Gary 
Lay, lie in the e~th  Inning, 
'1 ' 
Wednesday Results 
Houston 3 Cincinnati 2 
" . # 
Mon~wl  2 Chicago 1. 
P l t tobwoh'6 St. Louis 4 Toronto 7 Detroit  6 g iv ing  the Braves  a 7-6 straight win. 
Phl ladl iphlo 1 Now York  O Minnuotn  7 Soottlo 2 v~Ctory  Over  the  G inn~l .  
At lanta 7 Sen Francisco 6 " Texas 9 Baltimore 5 ]~y lor  bag  dr Jve f l  in  1§ 
LOS Angeles at San Diego N Oaklend et Celltomie N Dave Winfield's t~ea-nm runs in hb last four gums.  
Bombers  late goal .counts 
, . '  , ,;" , . . i  " ' , ] L~ ' ,  '" ' ' ' ~ : ~ "~' ' "! ~ . , " i ; ,  . . . .  ' '  ~"~' ' '  • ," t r ' .  " • , • *;; 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  the team 40 yards on six 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers plays for the major. 
scored a touchdown and a Paterson led all receivers 
field goal late in the fourth with five catches for 92 
~auarter to defeat Sns- yards. Winnipeg flanker Joe 
tchewan Rouf~dders 16- Popiawski had six catches 
10 in a Canadian Football for 73 yards. 
Leaague exhibition game 
Wednesday night. 
Each team f i~  
baser backed a two-kittor 
by Bob Shir~y U San Vte~ 
Pad:m rolled put lut.place. 
Los Angeles Dod~ers IN}, 
• Otto Velez cracked a 
flu~erun homer in the tZ~ 
to give Toronto Bh~" 
Jays a 74 victory aver 
Detroit Tillers. 
bomlL.OYer Smalley's three.run 
. backed Jerry 
Koosman's four-hitter as 
Minnesota Twins defeated 
Seattle Mariners 7-2 for 
Koosman'5 l~0th career ma. 
lcas~e victory. 
Dwight Evans' 100th 
meier league home run,. a 
two-run shot off reltoverA! 
• Hrahosky with two Out lathe 
mth anuS, ~er~ 
!~ I!~ ~ to, a 
victory oo~ the Kansas Cl~, 
Reyak. 
Bump Wllk had a "triple 
and three 5ingles, drivina in 
throe runs and soerlng tires 
times to lead Tesan to a 9-~ 
vlctmT, : over,  BaltimOre 
Orl01eiandgive the Rm~en 
a sweep of their t ~ .  
series. 
Regale. Jackson's lath 
home run of the smsm, a 
tbre~run thlrd-innl~ blast 
into the upper lght field 
stands, powered New York 
Yackees and Lub Trent o a 
~ v i~ ooer l~Uwaukee 
Brewers. 
Doh Baylor knocked in five 
ram, two with his seventh 
home run in the last severn 
games, lcadl~ Call/esnta .to 
a 174 victory over .OaldmM 
A's for Um ,~eb'  
I 
by Son Bellenu Hand coaches Ray Jauch 
'of Winnipeg and l~n Lan- 
caster of Saskatchewam 
played mix-andmatch for 
much of the night, g|ving 
their players a last op- 
porttmity to show their stuff 
before the final cuts are an. 
nuanced Friday. 
Three quarterbacks saw 
action for each team. First- 
stringer Tom Clements 
played all the first half for 
Saskatchewan, directing the 
offence to a total of 144 
yards. 
Larry Dick and Llo~,d 
Patterson split the pivot 
duties for the Roughriders in
the second half. 
Jauch tested Ken 
Washington and new arrival 
Bill Troup in the first half, to 
decide who win be backup to 
Brock, who played all the 
second half. Brock com- 
pleted li of 20 passes for 139 
yards, and threw two inter- 
cepfloua. 
Strickland led all rushers 
with 50 yards on eight 
carries. The best individual 
ground gainer for Winnipeg 
was Jim Washington with 42 
yards on IS carries. 
Ruoff constantly drove 
back Saskatchewan 
receivers with booming 
kicks, averagi~ 40.S yards 
on ei~hi punts. The kicking 
specialist brought a roar 
from the erewd of 21,501 in 
exhibition season with one 
win and three losses. 
The fourth-quarter touch. 
down, on a six-yard pass 
from quarterback Dieter 
Brock to wide receiver Gord 
Paterson, was only the 
second major for the 
Bombers in four exhibition 
games. 
Place kicker Bernie Ruoff 
kept the Bombers in the 
game with field g l  In the 
second and third quarters, 
and added another field goal 
with less than two minutes 
remaining to play. He also 
ceaveeted Pate~on's touch. 
down. 
The Reugl~ddors did all 
their scoring in the second 
qua.t~, on a 12.yard run by 
Molly mcgee and a convert 
and 45-yard field goal by Reg 
Boudreau. 
Turnovers and penalties 
were cmtly to both sides. 
After a scoreless first 
rter, face mask in. 
rPa:tion a that. followed a 
Saskatchewan punt gave 
Winnipeg excellent field 
p6~ition for Ruoffs 17-yard 
first field goal. 
Later, an interception by 
la~sasbaeker Roger Gores put 
katckewan near mid- 
field. Mike Strickland moved 
the ball 42 yards in two 
carries, sett~ up McGee's 
score. 
Ruoff's final field goal, a 
~5-yard effort at 13:40 of the the fourth quarter when he 
bobbled a third-down snap 
and then took ~ around the 
One of the latest "naughty" magazines haj shin- 
terestl~ article on baseball managers picking ,their 
cash-on-the-line, clutch-player all-star team; i 
For you Jochs who wouldn't be eanght dead with,the 
magazine, are too shy, or can't afford to beeauee your 
wife would kill you, here's a run down on the clutch 
playeraan picked by =6 big league managers: 
First bae: Rod Carew, Calltornla Angels; Saeond 
base: Dave Lopcs,.Loe Angeles Dodgers; Third base: 
George Brett ,  Kansas City Royain; Shortstop: Lar ry  
Bows, Philadelphia Phfllies; Outfield: Dave Purker, 
Pittsburgh Pirates; Outfield: ,Fun Rice, Boston Red 
Sox; Outfield: George Fester, Cincinnati. Reds; 
Catcher: Thurman Munsen, New York Yam;  
Pitcher: Ran Guidry, New York Yankees. 
• Surprisingly m/mdng from this team are playera llke 
Philadelphia's Pete Rose, Yankees' Reggie Jackson, 
Miekey Rivers and Buchy Dent, as well as Vide Blue 
of the Giants and Johnny Bench, Joe Murpn, Tom 
Seaver and Dave Concepcion of the C ln~t i  Reds. 
You must admit the blg league baseball managers 
should know the players much better than the fans. 
Personally, I wouldn't change one of their choices, 
• Remember, you can't ell anybody where you heard i,
this information or you will be exposed. They'll knmv 
you've had your eyes lusting Ins/de of one of those 
magazines. 
~ort ly after Karelyn Rose heard her husband, 
Petc, s~ned a ~.S million contract with Pldladelphto, 
her response was, "do they have a K-Mart there?"  
~,ofb ig  money players, let's tskea cheek on 
last winter s free agents who signed big money con. 
tracts. 
The most Important naturally, was Pete Ruse, who 
signed with the PMladelplda Phfllies for 83 million 
over 4 years. There were enough seasons ttekeis 
purchased in Philadelphia in' the week following 
Rose's announced 51gning to pay his first year's aslm7 
and on top of the financial eseurity fro" the Phlllles, 
Rose is continuing to play buMli~, crowd pleulag 
ball along with batting his usual .900 percentage. 
The Yankees igne~! Tommy John from the Dodgers 
to $1.5 million over throe years, He has proven his 
worth by lea~g the Yankee Staff ~ year with 10 
wins and only two losses. Mike Marshall was ~ 
Minnesota for $1.35 miUbn over four years. He has 
proven his value this year by winning eight games In 
relief and leading the pltchin~ staff in earned run 
av~e.  
Pitcher Jim Slaton of Milwaukee seems to be full 
value fur Ida $1.§ million over six years, and outfielder 
Darrell Thomas of the ~ a  is knocking the bal l  all 
over the park proving full scale for his ~1.4 mill/on 
over five years. 
The list goes on-F, l l~  Sou of Men,reel, Steve 8tone 
andA! Bumbry of Baltimore, and Darold Knowlon of 
St. Lonls-ali are having good years. ~eseQff season 
free agents have ~own good dividend returns to 
teams willing to spend the money. 
I fourth quarter,, followed a 
OFF IC IAL  ENTRY FORM• - - -  series of plays eat upbyan 
--' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ---- hallhack Reggle Plersan. and pick up a first down. 
Ii il Paterson'5 touchdewn, at Although the Bombers 
. cameaftera 34-yard pont re- of the game, their total of. 
I . I Bombers in good field compared with 298 for 
I Name _ i .  ' I position and Brock mooed Sasketelmwsn 
I . . . .  - . . . . . .  " - -  ' I 
I " - , - -  - - .  I 
_ o=o. .  , _222-2222222 . . .  . . . , , .  o ,o . , ,  i iP~!l L~n.l~lon Wmtern co~hmmco 
I I  /-none . . . . . .  ~ - _ _  [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J I I ..=re r.lmNmnee Calgary 3 1 0 tes 43 
I " - - - - - - - -  ' I .WL  T P A P B .C .  3 t 0 6t 74 
. . . .  - - - ' - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I , !  ,o0 , . , , ,  . _ .  , ,o , . .  
Gnaws | 3 0 7S 93 4 Seek I 3 0 SSt04 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • , .  .,. ,.., m - -  . - ,  u . Toroflto :1 S 0 44 93 4 WIMIp lg  ! 3 O 47 70 
,GOLD MEDALS.. ~'~ r d "" "~ ""  "~ "" 
. ~ . " i , 
Canada takes some 
SAN ,JUAN "" (CP) -  plonshll~ he won four y~u's won her neeoud and third tourname'nt, Bettauer 
Canada nd Argentina made ago,  . roller skating titles in the 
anuunelghborly contribution. :With 43 events completed, ~O-metrs round robin .and 
to the July 4 holiday Monday the U.S. remainnd far in 3,000-metre race alter taking. 
~at the Pan-American front in the gold medal the 800-metre. sprint 
Games, " standings with 37 to 8ix for Tuesday. 
Whi le  the Unit,kY'~[~E"~Cai~n`da and Argentina. Argentina lso scored Rs 
shooting team fired off an 
,Independence Day salute by 
winning three vents and the 
American" roller Skaters 
pkked up two. more gold 
medals; Canada enjoyed its 
m~t suffesefol day at the 
Games with victories in 
cycling, synchronized swim- 
ming and judo ~d the 
Argentines kept pace with 
three  roller skating 
triumphs. 
• COrd Singleton of Niagara 
Palls, Ont., wen the first 
Canadian gold in the 1,000- 
metre cycling time trtal,.an 
event won by Jooslyn Lovell 
of Toronto at the 1975 Games 
in Mexico City, when he 
finished more than a second 
ahead of highly-rated David 
Woller of Jamaica In one 
minute 7.30 seconds, , 
Helen Vanderhurg of 
Calgary, the 1978 world 
champion, came from 
behind in her optional pro- 
gram to edge Michele 
Beaulleu of the U,S, for the 
synchronized awiinming solo 
title and Brad Farrow .of 
l)el~, B.C., defended the 
featherv~eight Jude" chem- 
Cuba, with Its second victory first victory in a men's event 
in Jude, moved into a fourth, m Paul Subtler outMmted 
• place tie with Brazil, which two Americans in themen's 
has alwo won two Judo 
"events. 
U.S. veteran Lonos Wl~er 
picked up Ida third and 
fourth golds of the Games as 
he won' the individual 
smallbore rifle three- 
position event and shared in 
the team title after doing the 
same in Tuesday's English 
match: 
Wigger outecered team- 
mate Rod Randolph 1,162 to 
1,154 with Guy Loriod of 
Longueuil, Que., the gold 
medalist in Monday's air 
rifle compentition, taking the 
bronze with 1,146. 
Canada took the team 
3~06O. Earlier, he was third 
behind Ken Sutton of the U.S. 
in the men'S 500 round robin. 
The U.S. ru ined 1-3 in the 
artistic pairs event as Pat 
Jones.and P, obbie Coleman 
edged Paul Pries and Tins 
Knnlily 57.S to 57.1. Guy 
Alubin of Montreal and 
Sylvie Gingraa of Granby, 
Que., took the breeze ahead 
of Toni Qnatrole of Tm'~to 
and Wendy Prosner of 
Mississauga, Ont., out-. 
seorlng their team.mates 
55.8 to 50.1. 
While Farrow was 
wrapping upMs feather- 
weight Judo title with 'a 
silver with 4,531 points to the deekton over Luls Onmum 
Americans' 4,572. of.Brazil in the final, Kevto 
John Satherwhite,. who Dohor~y of Thunder Bay, 
• defeating Mareos Bmga of. 
Brazil 7-6, 6.3 widle Barlow' 
disposed ofPaula Hd 
of Cuba 6:3, 7-5. 
Helen Pelleiler of 
Cheriesbenrg, Qua., lost her 
ascend.round match 7-6, 6-2, 
to Marlin Norlega of 
Venezuela. 
The Canadian women's 
basketball team downed 
Brazil 102-83 for its ,second 
straight victory hut the 
baseball team was beaten 4-1 
by the Bahamas for its 
ceonnd straight less, The 
women's softball team 
evened its record atl- I  with ~ 
a 4-3 declsiou over Brmuda' 
and the women's volleyball 
team lost its first start 3-0 to 
Per i l  
In one of theiiveliest bouts 
of the boxing program, wel- 
terweight Martin Mczcara of 
Toronto dropped a close 
decision to Wilfred Gnzman 
Puerto Rico. 
There was promlae of' 
,shared'an American victory 'Ont., settled for a silver in mere gold medala tocome as 
in team skeet Tuesday, ther lightweight class when the women's gymnastics 
added the individual g01d he was outpointed by team went into today's op-: 
Gulllermo Nelson of Cuba. tlonal exercises with a with a score of 190 to 194 for 
Matthew Dryke of abe U.S. 
and 189 for Firms Roberti of 
Argentina. 
The Argentine berolae of 
the day was Nora Vega, who 
Robert Bettauer of Van-' substantial lead over Cuba 
conver and Wendy Barlow of and cyclist Claude Langlois 
Victoria re~ained unbeaten turned in the fastest time in 
in two rounds of singles the first round of the 4,000- 
competition In the tennis metre individual pursuit, 
The Herald. Thursday, July 5, 19'N, Page I 
Traf f i c  
doesn ' t  
bother 
this one 
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. 
(AP) --  Nell Bonnett drove 
BebalmS. 
CYCLING. • 
1,500,metrea time trial: 
Gordou Sinsleton, Nlapra 
F~Iki:pnt,, won gold medal. 
4,000-met~bs individual 
pursuit: Claude LanSlois, 
Montreal, ed qualifiers. 
, ROLLER SKATING 
Pairs: Guy Aubin and 
~lvle Gingras, Montreal, 
Won bronze; Tony Quatrale, 
Toronto, Wendy Prosser, 
Mlaatsasuga, Ont., finished 
final lap and edged Benny erratically on the wearing fourth. 
Parsons by a car length to "centre c41 the tennis SHOOTING 
win the Firecracker 400 on ~not~the  ~teot  of.the Individual, skeet: Don 
Wednesday. ":.~ - .~ ;~-~-~ ~ent .  ~'~"~ " ..... T~:~iKwasffyc'la:, ~'Tor~ntO ~, 
Bennett held off Darrell The 17,000 fans were" finished seventh, , 
Waltrip through the last 100 
miles, keeping Waltrip from 
rngaining alap he had lost by 
pitting on the green flag ju#t 
before rookie Terry Laborite 
and veteran Bobby Allison 
brought out the yellow with a 
• spectacular crash on theeast 
31-degroe banking. 
Not only did Bennett have 
to hold off Parsons and 
W~ltrip to keep his slender 
lead through the final 28 
laps, he also had to worry 
about rookie Dale Ear- 
nhardt, who was right behind 
Parsons at the finish. 
I t  was Bennett's first 
victory st Daytona In- 
ternational Speedway but 
the second Firecracker in a 
row for his Wood Brothers 
Mercury. David Pearson, 
who won last year, was 
replaced in  the car by 
Bennett last April. 
Bonnett set a record Speed 
of 172.890 miles m hour in a 
race slowed by only two 
caution flags for a total of 
nine of the 160 laps. 
Neither Allison 'ner  
Labonte was injured in their 
crash, which came Just after 
the halfway point as Alilaou 
surrendered the lead with a 
pit stop and wasrunrdng fast 
to catch up. In an earlier 
wreck, Sandy Betullo .and 
Jimmy Finger tangled on the 
backstretch. Finger was 
taken to a hospital for a foot 
x-ray. Satollo wes unhurt. 
Pole starter Buddy Baker 
and Waltrlp were ex- 
changing the lead on every 
third lap In the early stages 
of the race, but Baker's 
Daytona luck stayed 
miserable and he retired 
after 150 miles with ignition 
trouble. 
Bonnett's record speed 
broke a mark of 167.347 
m.p.h, set  by Cale Yar. 
borough in 1068. Bounett won 
$31,70~, his bisgestpayday in 
four years of GrandNattonal 
raelug. . 
The lead changes hnndo 31 
times. Seven drivers held 
first place at least Once -- 
A,J. Foyt, Petty, Earnhardt, 
• Parsons, Waltrip, Baker and 
Bonnett. 
subdued. .Some of them bad 
slept all night on the 
sidewalks outside the All. 
England Club to get standing 
places. 
In last year's final, Czech. 
oulovak-born ' Navratllova 
defeated Lloyd 2-6, 6-4, 7-5. 
Meanwhile, the men ware 
set to play their semi;finale 
today. BJorn Borg meets 
Jimmy Conuers, whom he 
has beaten in the final here 
the last two years. And 
Individual smallbor'e 
three-po.sitlon rifle: Guy 
Lorion, Longueuil, Que., 
finished fourth in final. 
TENNIS 
Men's singles' 
Robert Bettauer, Van- 
couver, def. Mare~ Brags, 
Brazil, 7,-6, 6-2. 
Women's tingles 
Wendy Berlow, Victoria, 
def. Paula Hernnndnz, Cuba, 
6.3, 7-5. 
Helone Pelletier, 
Roscoe Tanner takes on Cherieeb0ur& Que., lust 7;6, 
hard -charg ing  fellow 7-2 to Carina Pellerano, 
American Pat Dupre, Dominican Republic, 
The bookies made Borg a 
heavy odds-on favorite to 
win the men's title for the 
fourth straight yepr. Lad. 
brokes only offered S to 15 on 
the Swede, meaning, one 
would have to bet &13 to win 
~. ,  
Other odds were ~I ~. 4 
against Connors, 9' to 2 
against' Tanner and 25 to I 
against Dupre, America's 
Zath ranked player. Amoug 
the ~0ants Duprs knocked off 
Were vires Gerulaitle and 
Adriano Panatta. 
First prize in the men's 
division is 840,000, while the 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Canada'defeated Brazil 
102-83. 
JUD0 
Featherweight:  Brad 
Farrow, Montreal, won gold 
medol. 
• Lightweight :  Kevin 
Dckerty, Thunder Bay, .Ont., 
won silve, 
SYNCHRONIZED SWIM. 
MING 
Solo: Helen Vanderburg, 
Calgary, won gold medal. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
Canada lost 3-0 to Peru. 
BOXING 
Welterweight: Martin 
women's champion will Mezzara, Toronto, out- 
receive $86,000. pointed by Wllfredo Oue- 
Austin of Rolling Hills, man, Puerto Rico, 
Calif., was hopin~ to be the Medal:Winners 
youngest Wlmbledon finalist ROLLER SKATING . 
of this century and for a Palm: Gold - -  Robble while Wednesday it looked as 
though she might succeed. Coleman and Pat Jones, 
U.S.; silver - -  Paul Price 
After trailing 1-5, Tracy and Tinz Knnlsley, U.S.; 
bronze -- Guy Aubln. and • took four straight games and 
led 5-3. But at that paint 
Nnvrntilova took control and 
won nine games, wMch took 
her to 5-0 in the second. 
Afterwards, as cheerful as 
ever, Tracy said: "The main 
thing is to go back to the 
match and learn from it. I'm 
Sylvl e , Gingras, Montreal. 
Women's s00 metres round 
robin: Gold --  Nora Vega, 
Argentina; silver - -  Linda 
Dorms, U.S.; bronze --  
Claud lo  Rodr lguez ,  
Argentina. 
Men's 500 metres round 
net going to sulk became I robin: Gold --  Ken Sutton, • 
got beaten.'.' U.S.; sliver. - -  Reinaido 
Lloyd's match against Vega, Argentina; b ronze-  
Goolagong never really Paul Subiledt, Argentina.. 
warmed up. The American CYCLING 
won because she made fewer Men's 1,06o-metres Ume 
errors, trial: Gold -- Gordon 
Goolagong, theWlmbladon Singleton, Niagara Fails. 
champion of 1971, was off- Ont.; Silver--David WeIler, 
target with her first service Jamaica; bronze - -  Richard 
and erratic volleying. Thermos. Chlh~. 
sliver - -  Matt Dryke, U.S.;. 
b ronze-  Firms R0berti, 
Argentine. 
Team smallbore three. 
posi-tion rifle: Gold -- U.S., 
s l i ver -  Canada; bronze - -  
Cuba. 
Individual smallb UXIS2u 
zczzxtwydbyI159. 
AM.Oames-Medal.Wlanem 
Undated- Ist add Wednes- 
day's HSt- l~.. .  Argentina. 
Add SHOOTING 
Team smallbore three. 
posl.tiou'rlfle: Gold -- U.S., 
s l i ver -  Canada; bronze-  
• Cuba,~,..,~ ..... ~ . .  .. :~ 
' ln(l lvldnal e~nalll)oie 
three-po-sltlea rifle: Gold - -  
Loses Wigger, U.S.; silver-- 
Rod Randolph, U.S., bronze 
--  Edward Edtzel, U.S. 
JUDO 
Feother~velght: Go ld -  
Brad Farrow, Montreal; 
silver - -  Luls Onmura, 
Brazil; bronze -- Gerardo 
Padilla, Mexico, Hector 
Redrigaez, Cuba. 
LJghtwelght: Gold -- Gull- 
lermo Nelson, Cuba; silver 
--  Kevin Doherty, Thunder 
Bay, Ont., bronze --  Roberts 
Machueso, Brazil, Andrss 
Puentes, Mexico. 
SYNCHRONIZED SWIM- 
MING 
8olo: Gold --  Helen Van- 
dorburg, Calgary; s i l ver -  
Mlchele Beaulleu; bronze - -  
Lourdes de la Guardia, 
Cuba. 
Women's 3,000 metres: 
Gold - -  Nora Vega, 
Argentina; s i l ver -  Cisudie 
Rodrlgues, Argentina; 
bronze --  Linda Sue Pe- 
terson, U.S. 
Men's a,50o metres: Gold 
- -  Paul Subllet, Argentina; 
sliver --.Curtis Cook, U.S., 
bronze -- Chris Snydor, U.S. 
GYMNASTICS 
Men's team: Gold - -  
Cuba; s i l ver -  Canada 
• (Warren Long,' Victoria, 
Jean Choquetto, Montreal,. 
Pierre Clavel, Montreal, 
Nigel Rothwell, Windsor, 
Ont., Owen Walstrom, 
Vancover); bronzse - -  
Brazil. 
Men's nil-round: Gold - -  
Serglo Suarsz, Cuba; silver 
- -  Jorge Roche, Cuba; 
bronze --  Enrique Bravo, 
Cuba. 
SAN JUAN (CP) ~ Medsl 
stendlngs after ~S even~ at the 
Pan-American Comes: 
• }M SIh ar. 
United States 2719 8 
CanaOa 6 8 13 
Argentine S 3 7 
Col)@ 4 8 6 
Brazil 2 3 5 
Chile 0 1 2 
D0m. Republic 0 I 0 
Jamaica 0 1 O 
Venezuela 0 1 0 
Mexico  . 0 O S 
Puwto  Rim O 0 3 
Colombia 0 0 1 
Neth. Antli ln 0 0 1 
TWO TERRACE GOLFERS GOING 
Two golfers from the Terrace area will be 
. leaving for Vancouver in the near future to 
compete in the B.C. amateur championship. 
J im Neale and Danny Rosengran expect  to 
face tough competition at Vancouver's Marine 
Drive golf club. 
According to Art Park of the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country ~ub the two Terrace players 
will "stand a good chance of placing high in the 
dtandinp, if they play up to par with their 
norm~ standard." 
. ,I.."GIANT B INGO"  
$1,000,00 MAIN PRE 
Dingo Every • First Saturday Of Eaoh Month 
$100JI0 Door Prize at Etoh Dinp 
• b 'w 
10th Game $500.00 if won in 50 numbers  or less, decreas ing $100.00 a 
number  to $100.00. 
8'00. n_.m. at Veritas Hall - July 7 
': , ' . '~ ' , l . . '  I;' [ ; "  ' I ' '1 " ' ~'1 '" ""'"llml m 
WHAT I/THE FA/TE/T 
THING, IN THI/AREA ? 
~ _ _  _ 
A gal who just read a 
great sale ad in... 
' I 'HI It %4 :E-h I'lt ~,l VI 
dally herald 
through eavy traffic on the The 
the 1978 Wlmbledon women's 
tennis final. 
" NavraWovh, the reigning 
champion, won nine games 
in a row as she downed 16. 
year-old Troey Austin 7-5, 6- 
1. 
Lloyd went past grease 
Gooingong "6.3, 6.9 in an 
errorstrown duel and 
reached the final for the fifth 
time in seven years. 
[ sTATs[ Tenn tourney • Peter Simpson, Pflce-Skeena soccer team captain, teams from Kit/mat and one from Terrace pitying in holds up the Dominion Day Play-Off trophy which KiUmat last weekend. (Nick NattrelJ photo) i s  __ P AN-  • " "  won , .  .e  , . .  , . . ,  - - .  ,,. 
rookie stays in 
.00, O Knights of Columbus Navratilova nd Chris Evert ches in straight sets Wed-  BASEBALL Individual skeet: Gold -- 
nesday and set up a repeat of Canada lost 4-1 to John Satterwhito, U.S.; 
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TERRAGE DRUGS 
1307 Kalum 636-7274 
Vitamins 
Glld 
Toys, To]s, Toys 
I 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Ineertlen. Over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consesutlve In. 
sertlone $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been sat. 
CORR ECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
anly one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.16 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
01 • .• 
AUCTIONS. 
2e : ' ' 
MOTORCYCLES 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
54.00 per line per month. 
On • 4 month basis only. 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Serv)ca charge at $S.~ on I l l  
N.S.~. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1978 
Single Copy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Mall 
By N~II 
By Mall 
Senior Citizen 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Te;'race, B,C.. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally' 
20c by your Health Unit Staff: 
ruth3.00 CHILD HEALTH CON. 
' FERENCES: " 
year33.00 Held weekly at the Health 
3ruth15.00 Unlt every Tuesday from 
• 6mth25.00 1:30-3:50 lo.m. Please phone 
year45.00 for an appointment. 
year20.00 Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
Unlted States of Amerlcaone month from 1130.3130 p.m. 
year 55.00 
Please phone for an ap. 
Box 399, Terrace, BIC. polntment. 
V8G2M9 Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
HOME DELIVERY munlzaflon. 
Terrace& District ADULT CLINICS 
Thornhlll & District These are held at the Health' 
Phone 635.6357 Unit on Mohday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4110 p.m. 
The Herald reserves the by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
right to' classlty ads under Classes are held throughout 
appropriate headlngsand to the year at Intervals for 
set rates therefore and to expectant parents. Phone 
RATE: da.termlne page lecatlon. 
The Herald reserves the the Health Unit fi)r details 
22 cents per agate line. right to revise, edit, classify and registration. 
Minimum charge 35.00 per' or relect any advertisement Nursing care In the home for Insertion. HOME' NURSING CARE 
• and to retain any answers 
LEGAL . POLITICAL Ind directed to the Herald Box those who need it on referral 
Reply Service, and to repay from their family doctor. 
TRANSIENT AD-  the customer the sum paid Terrace area only. 
VERTISING: for the advertisement and HEALTH PARADE 
box rental. For 4 year old children. Held 
Box replies on "Hold" oh third' Monday of every BUSINESS PERSONALS: Instructions net picked up month. Developmental, 
within 10days of expiry of an vision, hearing screening 
advertisement will be done. Please phone for ap. 
destroyed unless mailing polntment. 
DEADLINE Instructions are received. PRENATAL BREATHING • 
Th . . . .  sw--' ---- & RELAXING EXERCISES O,~e dn  e,.ng uu^ 
Numbers are re<luesfe~not '''He.ld every Monday at. 
to send originals of. mrnoon at 1-2 p.m. 
documents to avoid loss. V.D, CLINIC 
All claims of errors In Held every Monday at 3:30 
advertisements" must be or by appointment. 
received by the publisher SANITATION 
within 30 days after the first The public health Inspectors 
publication, are now situated in Eby 
CWL FalIBazzarwlll be held Person with own equlpm- 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 ment to cut, rake, and bale 
p.m. at the Verltas School approximately 4 acres o f  
Gym. (Nc.24Oct) hay. 635-9258. (Ctfn-01-06-79) 
Totem Saddle Club 24' SITUATIONS 
Gymkhana Sunday, July 8th. 
Entries 11:30. Events start ' WANTED 
12 noon sharp. We wlll also 
be having a canteen at the ~BA(~KHOE FOR'HIRE. 
gymkhana. (NC-aJuly) Phone 635.6454 or 635.6757. 
advance. 
motorbikes, boats, motors or 
any" other "goods In ac. 
cepteble coodltlon. 
Terrace Auction Mort, 
Corner of Lakatse & Apaley. 
635.517;!. (Ctfn-29.06.79) 
(dfn-25.06.79) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES Garage Sale at corner of 
FLOOR Furniture, ep. Martin Drive & Copper 
pllancea, power tools, hand River Read Saturday, July 7, 
tools, clean small cars, 1979 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. 
(C2-6July) 
Concrete septic tanks in 
stock. Get relief With a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfty's Excavating 
435-3939 
(AM-6.6-79) 
~L. I  E R EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635.5N0 after six 
(Ctfn-14.6.79) 
or community health nur'se. 635.3479 anytime TIONS: shall be limited to the 638-1155. (AM-6-6-79) 
No charge provided news amount paid by the ad- LONG TERM CARE - 
submlffedwlthlnonemonth, verflser for only one In- Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
$5.00 production charge for correct Insertion for the Ave, Tel 635.9196. RUPERT STEEL 
wedding and-or engagement portion of the advertising Assessment and planning for 
pictures. News of weddings space occupied by the in- those eligible for Long Term 
(write.ups} received one corrector omitted itemonly, Care. 
month or more after event .and that there shall be no AID TO HANOICAPPED 
$10.00 charge, with or liability toany event greater Office at No. 205.4721 
without picture. Subject to than the amount paid for 
condensation. Payable In such advertising. Lazelle. Tel 635.9,196. 
Assessment and guidance 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. Terrace 
It Is agreed by the ad. Street. They will be pleased 635-7249 
vertlsar requesting space to assist with any sanitation (AM.4.07-79) 
that the liability of the problems. . . . .  
SPEECH AND HEARING GEMINI EXCAVATING Herald ln the event of fallure CL~INIC : ' :~ ' , :., ~ : -~: ~,,~' LTD. 
to publish an adverl~m,ent .' 
He d at 46~t'~:'.'C,~eg .;A~dff~l~'~;; - '  ~W~s Andrews) or In the event of .~rh~r;or . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. ;. 
Hear ng tests w I be done by "i~ckhoa Work 
appearing In the ad, referral from family doctor Hourly & Contract vertlsement as published 
CLASSIF IED 
NOUNC EMENTS: 
Births 
Engagements 
Marriages 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 19' HELP WANTED 
PHONE 635.6357 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
c.onsultant. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
A N. Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
5.50 vertlslng that discriminates 
5.50 against any person because 
5.50 of his race, religion, sex, 
5.50 • color, nationality, ancestry 
5.50 orplaceot origin, or because 
5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 
5.50 years, unless the condltlon Is 
justified by a bona fide 
Kltimat A.A. Constru~ion 
Group In Kltlmat: telephGne 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday . Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetlngs 8:30 p.m. United requirement for the work 
Classified Advertising Dept Involved. ,;:,: ;: Church. 
• - ' Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Weight Watchers meeting Available! 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. Phone 635-5636 
at the Knox United Church  ALCOHOLICS 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
SKEENACENTRE Man. 0130 p.m. United 
Sknena Centre offers to the Church. 
Senior Citizens of the Man. 0 p.m. • Alanon • 
Terrace and Thornhlll area Skeene Health Unit. 
the following services: Thurs. or Sat. 0:30 p.m. Mills 
- Activity Centre for hon. Memorial Hospital. (nc.ttn) 
dlcratts 
Day care for working BIHhright Office 
people. Alternative to Abortion 
- Drop-in for c0mpanslonshlp 3.4621 Lakelse - 635.3907 
& coffee. .Wednesday I p.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
Tra,~sportatlon available, anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. Carol 635-5136 (nc.tfn) 
635.2265. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Co,*.~lllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8386 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
otd. broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
& 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Don't know what fo do 
with that pile of scrap 
Iron, odd pieces of brass, 
copper, a luminum, 
baflerles? We buy small 
and large quantifies alike 
and are located on Seal 
Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. 
Call us at 624-5639~ Man. 
through Sat., 8 a .m. .  5 
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lezelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
AI-Anon.Meetlngs • Tuesdays 
.8:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
Experienced secretary 
required for engineering 
office. Regular part-time 
employment. Duties Include 
reception, typing, of reports 
and specifications, filing and 
maintaining time and cost 
records. Apply in person to 
No. 300.4722 Lakelse Avenue. 
(A3.6July) 
54, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
Terrace Little Theatre 
Summer School of Children's 
Drama. 
Thls summer school starts 
July 9fh and Is open to 
students 8-14 years of age. 
There will be three 2 week 
sessions. Cost Is $20 per 
session. 
Registration . 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m., July 3.6 at Terrace 
Little Theatre Bulildlng. You 
may pre-reglster by phoning 
635-2048 
or 
635-9717 
(nc.6J) 
for recycling or'renovating. 4th 1979. This Is also the 
Call us at 635.2238 between Jubilee year for the town and 
we are honourlng the class of 
ea.m. and 3 p.m, we will try "29". (NC.27June,4July) 
to make arrangements for 
pickup• 1 " 
Terrace Christian Academy 
will be holding pre 
registration the week of July 
Williams Lake Class 
Reunion, 19F1-1965 Inclusive. 
Teachers, pupils and anyone 
Interested In affendlng a 
school reunion for the above 
years, please contact me 
immediately. 
Walter Cobb 
1315.12th Ave. 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
The reunion Is set for August 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night af 
8 In the Skoone Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
LadlesSIIm Llne Club meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to ahortlon 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church Phone 632.460~ nnyllme. 
ba l lmlnf ,  Kltlmat. Room 233, Ne~hako Centre. 
1972 Kawazakl ~150. Good, 
running condition. Phone 
635:4246. (ca.13July) 
Yamaha Eunclura 100. Nice 
clean bike. low mileage. 
$650.00. Owner leaving town 
must sell. Phone 635.2148. 
,(P3-6July) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition. 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 638-10311 
af~ter 5 p.m. (stfn-tfn) 
1973 Yamaha 100 LTZ. Good 
running condition. Phone 
635.9537 after 6 or can be 
seen at 4643 Straume Ave. 
(Nc.stf) 
For sale GS ~ Suzuki street 
bike. (P6.6Jul~) 
1976 PE.250 Suzuki dirt bike. 
Good running condition. 
Phone 635-7937. (P5.5June) 
1978 Honda l~CC twin-star. 
Windshield & saddle bags. 
Pearl blue. Like new. Asking 
$1,200. Phone 635.3256. (PS. 
For sale high backed 
chesterfield & matching 
chair, S300.00. 1 large white 
frldge, S175.00. 1 40 channel.. 
CB, $175.00. SWR meter 
extra. Phone 635.9094 before 
4 p.m. and after 0 p.m. (P5. 
6July) 
For sale 1972 Ford ~/~ ton, 
P.V., good condition. Priced 
for quick sale. Also one 11xlS 
LT like new Concorde with 
Riot. Cheap. 1942 Ford 
collectors item. Most 
original Eq. Running con. 
dillon. Needs paint. 21 foot 
inboard outboard ready for 
the chuck, Tandem trailer. 
loaded with extras. Make an 
offer. 1971-14foot Holldalre 
travel trailer, nice & clean. 
Reasonable price. Use It thla 
summer. See us at Mermaid 
Yacht Sales & Charters, 
Watqr Lily Bay Resort. 
Phone 790.2267. (P4.6July) 
SPOT CASH 
for 
Your old furniture, guns' 
--  what have you. We buy 
- sell - swap. trade. 
QUEESNWAY 
TRADING 
CANADIAN IMPERIAL 321S Kalum St. 
BANK OF COMMERCE Ph.630.1613 
requires experienced tellers. (atfn-2S.5,791 
Salary to $12,000. Apply In - -  
peraon to 4717 Lakelse Ave. 
or phone 635.6231 for ap- 
pointment. (NC-6July) 
WORRIED ABOUT 
STRIKES AND 
LAYOFFS IN 
YOUR PRESENT JOB 
37. 
, PETS 
We are offering a secure, 
year round employment, for 
five peeple, no experience 
necessary. Income of $460.00 
per week based on four or- 
ders, Must have car as a, 
small amount of travelling Is 
necessary. Phone for ap- 
pointment 635.9726 and ask 
for Mr. Allan. (AS-llJuly) 
Wanted Immediately fo r  
local law office, secretary 
with dictaphone and general 
o f f i ce  exper ience .  
Preference will be given to 
person with legal Needed ride Into town week. 
background.  Sa la ry  days between a:15 and 8:45. 
negotiable depending upon Live on Old Lakelse near 
experience and competence. Apex Red & White. Will pay 
Reply to Box 459, Terrace. for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
(CS-9July) 513~ p.m. (NC-Cffn.stf} 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
AVON REPRESEN.  
TATIVES TO WORK IN 
Collier Exeavatlng Backhoe 
Work. Phone 635.$340 after 6 
p.m. (C20-11July) 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Serl: SIIverskeen's Klmo, 
Dam: SIIverskeen's Nanuka. 
Write to Mrs. D. Scoff Box 
891 Terrace, B.C. VSG 4R2. 
Phone 635-34.r2 after 5 p.m. 
(P10-10July) 
1977 Hea~,v Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Doslgned to have 24 
foot boat. phone 635-4777. 
(Ctfn.3.7.791 
21 foot Relnell Express 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Mar. 
cruiser In.outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. Pluse tandem 
axle ,trailer. 6000 Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap. 
predate. Full price $13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635-2083)' (sff. 
Warehouse or manufac. 
~urlng space available Ira. 
mediately. 3100 sq, ft. 
~owntown location. Phone 
635-7840. (Ctfn.3.07-79) 
WAREHOUSE an, 
Reta i l  Space 
available on new By- 
pass. Phone 
639-1166 
(ctfn.13.04-79 
74 Astre, good condition with 
craig powerpley cassette 
deck & speakers. Asking 
$1800 aBe. Phone 635.9456 
after 6 P.m. (PS-SJuly) 
1974 Monte Carlo with air 
conditioning, P.S., P.B. and 
radials. Asking $3000.00. 
Viewaf 1.4243 Mark Road or 
phone 635.3345.. (C5.$July) 
1974 Datsun 710 two door 
H.T. Low mileage, radial 
tires, radio & tape deck. 
S1S00.00 O.B.O. Owner 
leaving town.must sell. 
Phone 635-2145. (P3.6July) 
l&20th. This will be at 3341 
River Drive from 1 p.m. to 6 
p.m. daily. For further In. 
formation please call 639- 
1561. (NC.18July} 
THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
Copporslde Estates, Sandy, 
Mountvlew, & Crestvlew. 
Paquette, Pine area. Phone 
Norms at 6304496. (Ctfn. 
M.W.F..6.7.79) 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 Ness Camp, B.C. (C15- 
23July) 
For sale TD20 B. Good under 
carriage & rebuilt motor. 
Phone 635.9713 after 6 or 
write Box 155 Terrace. (P3- 
• 6July) 
3 bedroom house $315.per' 
month,no singles, absolutely 
no pete. Must be reliable. 
For Interview apply at office 
3319 Kof(~od Road. (P2- 
~;July) 
Suite for rent, available 
immediately. Close to town. 
Frldge & stove. Phone 635- 
7318, 635.7261. (C2.6July) 
2 bedroom home on 5 acres 
on the bench. Asking $46,500. 
Phone 635-4453. (Ctfn-25.5- 
79) 
Two-bedroom home with 
part ia l ly- f in ished full 
basement. Large carport 
and storage area. Land. 
soaped end fenced lot. Close 
to downtown and schools. 
Asking only $42,500. Phone 
638.1224after S p.m. (Ctfn.14. 
6-79__) 
Queit country home on ]l/e 
acre twelve miles eesf of 
Terrace on the north side of 
the Skeena River. Asking 
Price $23,500.00. Interested 
parties only please phone 
635.4371 after 7. (C10. 
12Junly) 
1968 Ford Galaxy 500. P.S., 
Lot for sale In Thornhllh P.B.,V-9Auto. Goodrunnlng 
Corner of Mist & Furlong. condition. Phone 635-4246. 
Asking $8,000, good view lot. (Ca-13July) 
For more into please call 635. 
2819 after 4:30 p.m. (P15. '1972 Corvette, good running 
10July) condition, many extras." 
Phone 63.5.2248 days or 635. ~ 
Ski cabin for sale on Hudson 2612 evenings. (PI0-18July) 
Bay Mountain. Fully• fur- . • 
nlshed. Propane heat, light & For sale-IN9 Plymouth 4 
stove, plus wood healer, door, hardtop., GOod con. 
$14800. Firm. Phone 635.4089. dltlon. Phone 635-7044. (C10.' ~ 
(CS-12July) S July) 
J .. . 
PROPERTY 1973 Sellka ST. Low mileage. 
FOR SALE Excellent coodltlon, 4-speed, 
radials. Phone 635-7711 or"  
160 acres In Topfey, B.C., 11 635.4043. (PS.6July) t 
mile off Hwy. 16. LlghtlyJ . ," 
treed. 18 miles fromJ 
Houston. 2 miles f roml  
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and3 bdrm. trailer. Ask n, 
$51,500. Offers'. F01- mar 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.3975 • 
(tfn-stf) 
1956 1ton International. ~'od 
running condition. View at 
5033 McDOek. (NC.Sff.ffn) 
1975 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4. Step' 
slde.4 speed. Phone 638-1121 
or 635-3007 after 5p.m. (Ctfn- ! 
1-5-79) l 
1975 Ford F.250 4x4. 350, V.8, 
P.S., P.B. complete Wlth,'.~i 
canopy, 23 channel CB, twin 
CB arlela, 0 track tape 
player. Evenings please ;ii 
phone 635.7517. )Ctfn.19.06. 
Fu y eclu pped oral c:on . . . .  ~)  '" " . . . . .  , '_~" 
venlence store with living . . . . . . . . .  : ~:'..~" ~ ..:L;. 
iw~ rora ,-.2~ wlnoow van. 
acco~nodstlon. Store does Parftall,, cam-erlzed n c 
good year round turnover. P.B. Au~o, 351 ;ng lne . 'P~ 
For further Information 
contact Box 1214 care of 
Dally Herald. (Ctfn-2&06-791 
635-4661. (P3-SJuly) 
For sale 1968 GMC truck 
$6S0.00 OBO. Phone 635.5363 
before S everyday except 
Sunday. (C3-SJuly) 
TEXAS OIL CORP. seeks 
well-established, auccesaful 
company as distributor for 
line of high performance 
roo f ing  products  MUSTSELL 
manufactured by Its 1973 Ford Bronco, good 
Canadian Subsidiary. condition. Asking $2990.00. 
Outstanding growth and phone 635.3910 or  view at 
profit opportunity. No prior $011 Perk Avenue. (P3.. i 
roo f ing  exper ience  5July) 
necessary. We're experts In For sale 1963 D~ge station !' 
wagon v-e, 383, winter ftrea, 
running good, price 1.100.00. i 
Nso 8 GT Yamaha, bumper f. 
brackets, like new. Price 
¢500.00 phone ~10.0709 after 
4. (P4-20,29June,s,6,July) 
our field, offering complete 
3 bedroom.1296 square foot, training at our International 
ensulte plumbing, Franklin Headquarters at no coot. 
fireplace, finished basement Applicants should have 
with 4th bedroom. Fully marketing and application 
landscaped and fenced on capablll'fles. Contact F.S. 
Haugland. For more In- Rudy, Southwestern 
formation please call 635. Petroleum Corporation, Box 
2819 after 4:30. (P15-10July) 759, Fort Worth, Texas 76101, 
bedroom.$49,500, 1100 Te'lex 758300 , Cable: 
equal'S foot. Non basement 
home on 50x200 ft. lot near 
downtown. Large living 
room with buck fire place. 
We, cared for. Phone 635. 
2461 for appointment to view. 
(C.4.BJuly) 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom, full basement, 
carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed, garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, 11/= baths. Quiet 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For appointment to 
view please call 635-5318. 
(C6.12July) 
1150 sq. ft. 3 bedroom log 
home on 5.39 acres. 5 
minutes from town. Asking 
$68,000.00. Phone 635.7840 for 
appointment to view. (Ctfn- 
3-7-79) 
3 bedroom home. Wall to 
wall carpet. Full basement. 
Ph_one 635.2671 after 6 p.m. 
Wanted to rent by August 30, 
1979.2 or 3 bedroom house, 
Thornhlll or Terrace ares. 
Older couple, no pets. 
Reference available. Phone 
635-4842. (CS-9July) 
For rent: the Terrace NDP 
office. Available June I, 
1979, air-conditioned. 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635. 
2552. (Ctfn-01.0&79) 
- I r  
For sJle 16 foot Aerollner I WarehousaSrontalapece J 
boat. With half cabin, Jevellabla on new BY-I 
completewith tilt trailer & 25 I Pass. Phone 431.1166. ! 
HP evlnrude motor. Phone 
638-8,126. (PS-6July) l (Ctfn'03.07.79) J 
SWEPCO. (A3-S,6,9J.uly) 
WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C. 
FURNITURE AND AP- 
PLIANCE STORE well 
established and excellent 
lines. Good cement block 
i~uilding may be leesad or 
purchased with businesa. 
Statements available. 
MacLISE REALTY LTD., 
104 Norlh Second Avenue, 
Williams Lake, B.C. V20 I/,4 
Phone 392.2926. (C1-SJuly) 
Retai l  Spor'flng Goods 
Store. Excellent location 
In shopping centre, good 
famlly business for 
complete detella wrlte to 
Box 1014 Mackenzie, B.C. 
or phone 997-3271 Local 
403 days or 997-3323 
even lngs .  (C4 .  
5,6,12,13July) 
1973 Lincoln Mark IV 2 door 
coupe. P.S., P.B., air con. 
dltlonlng, cruise control, V-8 
auto., electric windows, 
electric doors, plus many 
other extras. Meticulous 
condition. $6200.00 Firm. 
Phone 635.6658 between 3 
p.m. - 5 p.m. (CS-5July) 
1976 Newport Chrysler. 400 
engine. 35,000 miles. White 
vinyl roof with maroon body. 
Two door. Velvet Interior. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
$6500.00. View at 2147 
Hemlock or phone 635.3256. 
(Pl0-10June) 
For sale 1969 Volkswagon, 
run good. Phone 6~-7~1. 
(P2.SJuly) 
1973 Ford Blazer~ Auto, v-e. 
1974 F~d Torlno, P.S., P.B. 
Auto. Phone 635.2166. (P2. 
6July) 
SPECIAL 
1973 Renchero Squire 
Brougham with gem top.i 
Auto, P.S., P.B., 400 CID. 
26,000 miles. MUST BE 
SEEN TO BE AP, 
PRECIATED. Phone 635. 
3479. (Affn-35.06.79) 
For Sale: 12x56 mobile home 
and full length addition on I/2 
acre. 3 bdrms., dining rm., 
L.R. with fireplace. Fruit 
trees, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 
after 5 p.m. (aft-fin) 
3 bedroom doublewlde for 
sale. Located on large treed 
lot. Fireplace, 2 baths, on 
• water system. Also large 
workshop. Phone 635-4248 for 
eppolnfment to view. (C20- 
30July) p 
e: 
? 
3 
1 
r 
) 
1 
Glendale mobile home for 
sale. 12xM. Must be seen to 
be appreciated, unfurnished. 
10x32 foot addition with 
bedroomB~eched, finished;' l 
For appelntmenf to vlaw 
phone 63S.7949~ 635.9991. | 
(P20.31July) 
I I Knight Double wlde 24xM 
foot, New rugs, frldge, stove, | 
hot water tank. Like new | 
condition. $22,500.00 offers, i 
Phone 635-7848. (PS.11July) ! 
.TS-X4x~'o ~e~co M.,_ I 
Unfurnished. set up & 
skirted in loenl trailer park, i 
Phone m5-9700. "(Cffn-~-lS. j 
Ym) 
MUST SELL 1973".Nor. 
western ti'allor (12 foot x 50 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnished, with washer & STAND 
.dryer. Includes additional TENDING 
I (9 feet x 12 feet) & CONTRACTS 
covered po~ch. Located oh 
prlvate land In Thornhlll. -Sealed .tenders for the'= 
• =r/~Ueclat~e¢l , ~e;=o~b~,,ap.~. : following stand tending ; 
a'ccentrd oh , , ,  ;',;,~'~;:,'; contrect(S),wlll be received, 
da"s" ~;.,'a'-";""..~i~_"~¢~:~;i.bY the Regional Manager, 
, --  ,-o~ =v~,mgw; Ministry of Foreste, Prlnco (ctfn.13.~79) , /.. ~,: :Riq:~d, B.C., On the dates 
.We]] Kept 19'/0 l~x60 Mobile', shown below, . . 
Home.i0",O.4 addtUon, 'acorn 1., Conh'act ST1031.2.1S JS 
F.P; .& Veranda, $10,800.00 • & CR Located Crown Bridge 
5kb'ted &. set up In trailer. Ranger D!strlL't 16 Number 
park. CaN after 6 p.m. ~'  ofhectares 13.SVlewlng dote 
107~.•(Ctfn.01.06.79) , July 171h 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.r~. 
Why Rent? 
Completely camperlzed 26 
foot bus motor home. Sleeps 
• 5. Motor & fires In excellent 
¢ondltlon: Must he seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.3692 
after 6. (C10-18July) 
H.T. tent hailer, sleeps 6, 
equipped with s~tove, frldge & 
furnace. Asking SlS00.0O.' 
Phone 635.7042. (C5-11Ju!y) 
-For  sale. 1976 7V= foot 
Travelmate camper, •sleeps 
• 4, 3 way frldge, stove, fur- 
.nace. Excellent condition. 
Extras. Phone 635.3795attsr 
5:30 p.m. (PS~July) 
Starcratt tent trailer, stove, 
frldge & furnace. Sleeps 6, 
lots of extras. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.3241. 
• (P4-GJuly} 
1968 V.W. Westfalla Camper 
van. Rebuilt engine, Radials, 
new pelnt lob. Many other 
eccesorles Included. Phone 
6,15-4455. (P3-3,4,SJuly) 
Fori'.,aeie :!~74 Hollldalre 
Trlivel'TraIler, 3 way frldge, 
ik)V~i, IleslN 6. Phone 632. 
4240. (C10-16July) 
~1F/7 Skylark 11V= foot'.l 
| Fully equipped 1974 Ford | 
I 1 ton super camperJ 
| special, II'ke new. Will sell | 
I ¢emper separately. I
' iPhone 635.3029. (P7.1 
1 12July) ,, I 
70. 
LIVESTOCK 
New Hay for sale. We deliver 
Note :  Vle~vlng of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is !:  30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
2. Contract"ST1031-214 JS 
Located Kltlmat River 
Ranger District 16 Number 
of hectares 6.2 Viewing date 
July 17th 1979, leaving 
Ranger ,station at 9:00 a.m. 
h~e:-Vle(vlng of the stand 
tlmdlng site prior to sub÷ 
miffing a tender for. th i s  
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
3. Contract STI031-~.17JS' 
Located Branch 50 Ranger • 
District 16 Number of hec. 
tares 18.0 Viewing date July 
171h 1979,' leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tonding •site prior 16 .sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
4. Contract ST1031.2.15 JS 
Located Branch 55 Ranger 
District 16 Number of hec. 
tares 11.5 Viewing date July 
17th 1979, leaving Ranger 
StOlon at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tondlng site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender• for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
fenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
to Terrace area. Phone 846- from the Regional Manager, 
S334. (C10-13July)---/ . . . .  Ministry of .Forests, i Prince 
Rupert, "B.C, ' 
For sale 4 year old purebred The lowest or any tender 
Welsh Gstdlng, broken to will not necessarlly be ac. 
ride, spirited, excellent cepted. 
prospects. $275.00. Phone "THISCALL FOR TENDER 
~15.5S43.. (P,,I.9July) IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
2 registered quarter horses. 
Palamlno yearlings. One 
filly & 1 Gelding by Peters 
Lucky. Excellent show 
4~r~ecta.  For mere In. 
formation call Berch Haven" 
Ranch 635-5288. (CS,11July) 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed Jenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will .be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., On the dates 
shown below. 
Contract STI031.10.15 JS 
Located Terrace Ranger 
District 4 Number of hec. 
fares 6.5 Viewing date.July 
6th 1979, leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Vlew!ng of the stand 
hmdlng site prlor to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is madatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 13fh 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub. 
.miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may' be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prlnca 
Ruperb B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted, 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TER/~S OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT."• , 
I XeepcanaUa I 
i I 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(Ag-13July) 
Is-" ""'1 IMtWt Cokambll Fo~esls 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand, tending 
contract(S) will be received 
by the Regional Mana~r, 
Mlnlstryl of ForestS, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST93M.$.1 CR 
Located Robinson Lake 
Ranger District 6 Number of 
hectares 10.0 Viewing date 
July 1Oth 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:30 a.m. 
' Note: Viewing of the stand 
"7  ] 
! 
I 
' i  
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fending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. Ju y lath 
1979. 
Tenders m'ust be sub. 
mltted on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the Regional/Vlanager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prlnca 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(AG.1OJuly) 
I 
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• I herald • dally 
===~ " .. News of your comm unity. ..your country...domestic 
. ::~ ~. and foieign affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
i to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
• .~  ~ affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
~ I - - - -7~ in the business and financial world. Money saving 
~ ~ 7  advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
• / .needs. Classified sections.that.find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
' ~ Entertainment in. special features, comics, and sport 
, =,~,~//~,~ r _ pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
• , / r~//~,~-~ ~,~ firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
• . / . . . L ~ [  ~-  global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
]BIl),zng? " ~ ._~/  of information. 
Trad ing?  L ' I tall 635-6357 
Class i f ieds  , 1 
Phone , da,ly herald 
635-6357 . 
. "  • , " , .  
..,~.~ .~[../~ 
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Good Husbandry 
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren 
~" 1979 by  Ch lc iG IO  Tr lbune.N.Y.  Nl~l -Sy '~.  Ifl¢. • 
DEAR ABBY I notice that the first of your TEN COM- 
MANDMENTS FORHUSBANDS is: 
"Thou shalt put thy wife before thy mother, tby father, 
thy daughter and thy son, for she is tby lifelong companion." 
Abby, does your husband put you before his mother? And 
does your son put bis wife before you? 
CURIOUS IN N~J. 
DEAR CURIOUS: I holm so, 
DEAR ABBY: My husband has promised to abide by your 
decision. Our problem is his snoring. He starts to snore th.e 
minute he dozes off, and he snores like a bull. 
I have put up with his snoring for the seven years we've 
shared the same bed. Not once have I nudged him or asked 
him to roll over because I didn't want to disturb his much- 
needed sleep. 
However, I complain bitterly when he insists on falling 
asleep in tbe living room while rm trying to watch TV. 
When I complain he says he enjoys dozing off with the TV 
on, that it's his Jiving room, too, and I am being 
unreasonable. 
I say that he is being unreasonable to subject me to his 
snoring while I'm trying to watch TV. 
What is your verdict7 
BOTHERED IN BELLEY.UE 
DEAR BOTHERED: I hereby declare thc Hvhlg room elf 
limits lor snoozing. II hubby enjoys doing off with the TV 
on, let him get a portable. TV for the bedroom and.suore to 
his hcart's content. 
Furthermore, il you coutlaue to suffer in silence "every 
night while your husband snores like I hull, i order i 
psychiatric examination for youl IYeu are either • m~ochist 
or a martyr.I Get some earplugs. Court adjourned, 
DEAR ABBY: I'm 23 and my husband is 31(We've been 
married for two years and have no children. He has a small 
business and I have ~ full-time job, We hivit Sellaratechiek: 
lng accounts and separate lives. He relfuseil to discuss his 
business or income with me. 
He is never at home at night and I never know where he 
is. He stays out almost every night until the bars close, and 
on weekends he's never at home ven in the daytime. 
I got so fed up with being alone, I left him once. When i 
try to talk to him about our problems, it helps for a few days, 
then be goes back to his old ways: What shouldl do? 
LEFT  ALONE 
DEAR LEFT: Nowhere in your letter do you mention 
"love." Why did you marry? Surely not to have anpm'ate 
lives. As I see it, your husband enjoys being married as lea| 
as he can live like a bachelor, if yeu want a real mmrriqe, 
free yourself rom this empty, in.name-only relationship and 
find a man who wonts to be a lull-time husband, 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "MARRIAGE IN TROUBLE IN 
VENTURA": Your letter tells me that your husband Is 
using the television to avoid talking about what's really 
bothering him. You need to talk honestly to oach other. 
Open up a dialogue with love-not in anger. 
i l  
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Horoscope C OS R 
Frae.ces brake = 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
tho stars say, read the 
. forecast 81yen for your birth 
Sign, • . 
ARmS i$11,,-~i 
tMar. 21 to Apr, 19)T / r "~ 
• Consult with others before 
making any radical .business 
innovations, • Temper en- 
thusiasm with sound 
Judgment. Friends may 
surprise. 
TAURUS ~,  
(Apr,'20 to May 20) 
Unexpected bus iness  
developments possible.  
Sudden events in partuership. 
Be a good lintmor and be 
ready to lend a helping hand, 
GEMIN I  
(May 21 to June ~ 0 ) ~  
St ress  innovat ive  
techniques at work. Pay at- 
tent/on to physical well-being. 
Parthers may require your 
help on a project, 
c~c~ . @~::~ 
(June l l  to July 22) 
its mmx~m~ mm~ents. Be  
flexible in planning. Follow 
intuition re ~'entive act/rifles. 
LEO Fl . . t~  
( j~  =:to A~g. 22)0~tx'~ 
Avoid domestic disputes. 
Home is likely to be upset in 
some way and cool heads aro 
needed;, The unexpected Is 
po~lble in connection with 
paring-& 
You'll!have some new ideas 
re worg project& A time for 
Innovative planning; Expect 
surprises on neighborhood 
visits. 
LIBRA 
(Supt = to Oct;- u). -n -~ 
Trust inSult/on re financial 
ventures. You may get the 
urge to go on a sudden 
shopping spree. Buy 
eemetldnt special, for loved 
ones. 
SCORPIO l l~t ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. St) 
You're in the mood to go 
ACRO~i 37 Gemmfi river SS Smallmass l lHardy l i r l  
1 Hindu of 38 Exchange i9  Moi~ l~Filthy place 
tow cute " (couoq,) ~owN mHindm~t  " 
Ii l, larvest 38 I~,m of the 1 Nice dis- Z3 Roman poet 
goddess Caesars cernment. I3 gfg cat 
8 Suroml 41 Storm i French verb iS Bishopric 
lZSelardlak 13Failatobld 3Divingbkd lIConeume 
(ear.) 411 Dill plants 4 Introduce 17 Kind of. 
1,1 Aswan, 50 At one time 5 Pindurlcwork saw 
for one 1111 Heraldic il Remunerate iS Antltox~ 
14 English bearing . ? Pintall duck 31 ~envelem 
co~r  51 Bitter 8 Devil gmnent 
iS V/enal '55 OPEC asset 9 Medieval " 22 Grstuity 
disorder 56Ireland weapon 34 Swelling 
17 Toddlers 57 Grafted l0 Feed the 38 Felt 
iS Dogma (Her.) ' kitty 40 River in ; 
France iS Expunges 
Sl Peasantof 
India 
14 Abstract 
being 
Denomina- 
tlon 
~ Passport en- 
dorsement 
30 Nooutmal 
;creature. 
33 Sense organ 
34 African river 
.35  Broad sash 
33 WWII area 
Avg, sduifou time: l~ main. 
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your own way and won't brook 
interference. Be "certain 
though that you're acting in 
your best interests. 
SAGrrPARIU$ , . ,~  
(Nov, 22 to Dec, 2!) ~ Hif~ 
my &~n'~'dut id" the bped in 
surprisin8 way. Also, you may 
be in the mood for an offbeat 
journey. 
CAPRICORN i s ) !~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan, . 
New f r iends  are 
stLmulaling, hat don't let  
involved in a far-out financial 
venture unless sure of the 
risks involved,: 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. ,8+ 
Unexpected  tw is ts  
caresrwlae my change your 
status. Be alert for op- 
portunity to express your 
unique self. Consult with 
friends. 
P~ X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Travel plans won't work out 
wienpeeted. You mayeither 
cut short or extend your stay. 
Possible career opportunity+ 
afar, 
,~i~,l . .  
k 
l i l i l9  Lkl~tml yre S i ~  
t~ A fuel ClgYPTOQUiI' 5-30 
43 Attitudinize 
44Presently TFKWHCURNBUH TRKGBGRNHW TFC-  
45 Flat- + • 
bottomed .KHCHG FOOFKHKNW 
boat ' ' Yesterday's QrEptnqulp-- WOULD THE BEST BULL DARE 
47 Charles ' WOO THE SACRED COW? " 
.Lamb Teday"s Ct3ptoqMp eine: W equals S
48 School ~ Cryl~m[ulp is a simple substltut/on c lpher In Which e~ 
• session letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, t 
49 Degree will eqiml O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
5S Narrow .: and words using an alm~roi~e can give you clues to locating 
inlet vowels. ~lutinn.is accomplished by trial and error. 
Ancient. ©l i~ K I I~  F I I I l~n l l  Synd l i l t l .  I nc .  
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN. By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD. OF ID. By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart]: 
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